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II PuLL-ouT CoMPAP£0 TO Co~TtNuous ~ t~Es. 7 A 
CONCRETE ISlA UNIQUE Mf.Tf"Ri l\ L. 
ALL OF ITS IN~REOIE~TS ~RE FOUND 
PLENTIFUL I~ NATURE AND CAN BE PRO-
0 U C E D A T 11 R ~ A S C N A '1 L E C 0 S T • T H E 
CO~PONENTS OF CONCRETE~ WHEN ~IXEO~ 
AND I~ A SE~I-LICUIO ST~TF~ CAN nE 
T~~~SPORTEO AND PLACEO I~ FORMS OF 
~OST ANY SIZE, SHAPE ANO NU~BER, 
YET WIT~ I "4 A SHORT PER I 00 OF T e•.•E 
S T R 0 N G E R , A N 0 - M 0 R E U N I F 0 R •4 T H E f'4 
AVERJIGE: ROCK. 
C 0 N C R E T E H • S ~ .4 t. N Y /i I) V· ~ ~.; T A C ~~ S • 
I T H /i S T H E A A I L I T Y T 0 P. !" ~• E R f' T (') 
MOST ALL METALS PND CHE~ICALS Cf.N 
AE •oDEO TO AOV / NCE OR RfTh~O THE 
TIUE RE~UIREO FOR SETTING. 
ALTHOUGH P. 
OATES R~CK TO ROMAN TIMES, IT 
NOT UNTIL ABOUT 175~ TH~T 
\. 






IT ~AS BEEN CONST~NTLY IV.PROVED 
UP O N. KNOWING THAT CONCRETE WAS 
STHONGEf' IN CO M PRESSION THEN IN 
T E N S I 0 N , R E I fJ F 0 R C E 0 C 0 t·l C R F: T E W f> S 
. · ) 
DEVELOPED BY PLACINC STEEL I N IT 
v. ' 
TO TAKE UP THE TENSION ST R ESSES -. "~ 
P. G E N C I E S I N AN Y P R 0 G R A ~ ~ C G tf S I ~ E R E 0 
ESSENT I P. L TO THE NAT I ON AL WE LF AR[ . 
THRO UGH THE EF F ORTS O F 
PROFESSOR CARLTO N • THE ~ I~ E R EIN -
FORCE MEN T INSTITUTE HAS PRE S ENTED• 
SPONSORED• AND PARTI C~ LLY F I ~~NCED 
A N U l1 ~ 8 E R 0 F R E S E A R C H P R 0 8 L E M S F 0 R 
GRADUATE STUDENTS AT THE M ISSOURI 
SCHOOL OF M I NES AND UE TALLURGY. 
THE FIRST OF THE S E WAS I NVES -
TIGATED BY MR. [RNEST A. W EI~EL IN 
194 8 • "THE ~ECHAN I ~A L ANCHORAGE 
VALUE OF TRANSVERSE W I RES IN ~ E LOED 
W I ~ E R E I N F 0 R C E "' E N T f A B R I C '' • 
MR . fREDERICK R. HEARTZ IN 
1949 INVESTIG ATED "EFFICIENCY OF' 
VARIOUS TYPES OF RE I~FORCE MENT IN 
CONTROLLING OPENING OF CRACKS IN 
CoNCRETE PA V EMENTs" . 
MR . ALAN A. BECKER IN 1949 
INV EST IGATED THE "INTERRELATION-
SHIP OF TRANSVERSE ANCHORAGE ANO 
ADHESIVE BONO". 
TESTING WELDS BY EMBEDD I N G 
3 
THEM C 0 P<t CRETE T H E M E T H 0 D \'' E I ~ l. L ( I ) 
-------- ------- ------ ------
( I ) w E I N E L ' E • A • ' THE ~ .~ E c H " "' I c A.L 
A N C H 0 R A C E V A L U E 0 F T H [ T R A N S ·-
V E R S E ·.'I I R E S I N 'il E L 0 E 0 \',· I R E 
fABRIC, T HES IS, ~ I SS OIJPI SCH OO L 
OF U t N ES ttNO MtTALLURCV, 194 1 • 
USED REQUIRED A CO ~S IDER ABLE LENGTH OF 
TI ~ E AS THE CO N CRETE SHOULD CURE FOR 
2P. OA V ~,.; . A s P E C I A L W E L D T r s TE·.f\ , F I c • I , 
THAT COULD BE USED IN CON~UNCTIJN • ITH 
A TESTI~G MACHINE WAS DEVISED BY E . ~ 
CARLTON, PROFESSOR OF CIVIL [~ GINEE R I N G, 
AND A. V. KILPATRICk, PROFES S OR OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AT THE ~ IS SOU ~ I 
S C H 0 0 L 0 F t.~ I N E' S A N D M E T A L L U R C V I N I 0 c) 0 • 
W ITH THIS DEVICE WELDS CftN BE TESTED 
AS SOON AS THEY BECOME COOL. 
NEXT THE W l~t REINFORCEMENT 
INSTITUTE SET UP A DEFINITE TESTING 
PROGRAM FOR WELDED WIRE FABRI C OF WHICH 
STANFORD, CONNECTICUT AND THE CIVIL 
E ~c i~EE~INC DEPART MENT OF THE ~ ISSOURI 
SCHOOL OF ~ INES AND METALLURGY PARTICI-
PATEO. tHIS PftOGRAM IS OUTLI N ED I N PART 
UNDER "0B..JECT OF TEST", PAGE I I. 
THE INVESTIGATION OF THE PROBLEM 
OESt~NAT~O AC-1 OF THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN 
F1c. 
4 
CARLTO N 'N ELO 
TESTEft 
A C C 0 ~~ P L I SHE 0 8 Y ~- · R • J 0 S E PH H • 
SEENE, JR. ( 2) 
---- -------------
( 2 )SEENE, JO S£P H ~. J R ., 
VESTIGATI ON OF STRESS 
CRACK DIST~I3UTIJN ·~ 
C R E T E S L A R S C 0 ~~ T ~ I " I ~ ; C 
EO WIRE Rr t~FORCE~ENT, 




0 F f\.·~ I ~ E S A N 0 M E T A L L U R ,~----...l---
19 51. 
THIS THESIS, SERRATED 
WIRE FOR WELDED W t~E FABRIC", 
OESfCNATEO AS AC-3 AND AC-4 ·~ THE 
PROGRAM, WAS SELECTED BY THE AUTHOR: 
, I. THAT IT IS THE FIRST 
INVESTIGATION OF A NEW IDEA. 
2. THAT IF SUCCESSFUL WOU ·LO 
PUT A SUPERIOR PRODUCT ON THE 
MARKET. 
3. SPONSORED BY THE W IRE 
REIHFORCINC INSTITUTE WHICH IN IT-
SELF IS PROOF THAT THE INVESTIGATION 
IS WORTHY OF THE EFFORT. 
4. AND THROUGH THE EFFORTS 
OF THE ABOVE ~ENTIONED MEN A BACK-
LOG OF INFOR-YATION IS AVAILABLE. 
5 
WELDED WI~E FABRIC IS MADE 
FROM COLD DRA~N STEEL WIRE. IN 
p R 0 0 u c I N c T H I s w I R 'E H 0 T R 0 L L E D R 0 0 s CASING 
ARE coLo DRAWN THRouGH oeEs coN- TuNasTEN 
CARStoE Nat!> 
TAfNINC TA~EREO HOLES OF SMALLER 
Roo 
DIAMETER THAN THAT OF THE ROD. ~ 
THIS O~ERATION REDUCED THE CROSS-
SECTION~L AREA ANO f~CREASES THE 
Lt~~TH OF tHE COLO DRAWN WIRE• AND 
RESULTS IN UNIF'ORMt. ~ INCREASED 
TENSIL STRENGTH, HI~~ YIELD POINT 
Ft~. 2 DYE FOR DRAWING 
WIRE 
ANO. DUCTILiTY. 
COLO DRAWN WIRE HAS NO DE-
Fl~fTE YIELD POINT AT OR NEAR ITS 
TRUE ELASTIC LIUtT. THIS MEANS a,o 
THAT COLD DRAWN WIRE TENDS TO 
~,ooo 
RESIST STRESS PRACTICALLY THROUGH-
OUT ITS ENTIRE STRENGTH RANCE WITH- ~000 PT. 
OUT REVE~LI~G ANY SUOOE N EXCESSIVE ~ 
\f) 
IIJ 
ELONGATION SUCH AS DEVELOPS IN A ~ 
HOT ROLLED BAR AT ABOUT 60 TO 65 
PER CENT OF' ITS ULTIWATE STRENGTH. 
0 
SIRAtN 
Ftc. 3 STRESS STRAIN 
CURVE 
THE VALUE OF COLO OR~WN WI~E AS 
CONCRETE REINFORCEME~T IS APPARENT. 
A COLO DRAWN WI~E HAVING AN ULTI-
MATE STRENGTH OF 70,000 POUNDS 
PER SQUAR£ INCH WILL CONTI~UE TO 
PREVENT EXCESSIVE CRACK-OPENING UP 
TO A STRESS OF ~T LEAST 60,000 
POUNDS PER SQUARE I~CH AND POSSIBLY 
l1 0 R E • THE HOT ROLLED RODS (ORDINARY 
RE1NFORCING BARS) OF 70,000 POUNDS 
PER SQUARE INCH ULTI~ATE STRENGTH, 
WHEN USED AS CONCRETE REt~FORCEMENT, 
WOULD CE~SE TO PREVENT CRACK-OPEN-
I~C AT A STRESS OF 40.000 POUNDS 
~ER SQUARE INCH BECAUSE AFTER THE 
YIELD ~OI~T IS REACHED THE ROD 
ELONGATES EXCESSIVELY. 
WITH THE SAME REINFORCING FACTOR 
OF SAFETY A HIGHER OESICNING 
STRESS IS PERMISSIBLE 
DRAWN WIRE THAN IN THE 
ROLLED ROO AND A 
IN~ OF STEEL IS 
OBTAINED. 
IN THE MANUF~CTURE OF WELDED 
WIRE FABRIC THE WELDING OF CROSS 
WIRES PLAY AN IV.PORTANT P~RT IN 
THE QUALITY OF THE PRODUCT• AS THE 
WELDS FURNISH THE POSITIVE ANCHOR-
ACE OF THE STEEL IN THE CONCRETE. 
THIS WELDING IS ACCO~PLISHEO BY A 
BATTERY OF WELDING UACHINES• EACH 
WELDING MACHtNE UAKES THE WELDS ON 
ONE LON~ITUONAL WI~E. IF ONE WELD-
ER IS NOT FUNCTIONING PROPERLY A 
WHOLE SERIES OF WEAK WELOS RESULT. 
IF THE WHOLE BATTERY IS NOT FUNC-
TIOHI~C PRO~ERLY A DEFICIENT PRO-
DUCT RESULTS. 
A SCHE~ATIC ORAWI~G OF A 
VERY SIUPLE WELDER IS SHOWN IN 
Ft<;. 5. HEAT IS GENERATED PRI~CI-
~ALLY . AT THE SPOT WHERE THE ELECT-
RODES APPLY THE PRESSURE. THE HE~T 
GENERATED IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE 






F I G • 5 S C H E t\• A T I C 0 R ~ W I N G 
OF WELDER 
RESISTftNCE OFFERF.O TO T~E FLOW OF 
CURRENT, R , ~NO THE TIME DUR IN G 
WHICH THE CURRENT FLOWS, T t OR THE 
HEAT IS PROPORTIONAL TO 12 RT. 
THEREFORE A LOW VOLT~GE ANO 
HI~H AMPF.R~GE IS ESSENTI ~L , .1\ L SO 
A CONSTANT CURRENT IS NECESSARY. 
THE RESISTANCE CAN BE CONTROLL-
EO BY THE PRESSURE. ON lAOST UJ\C H I I-4 ES 
THI 5 PRESSURE lS FURNISHED AY COM-
PRESSED AI~ ~NO THE AIR PRESSURE GAGE 
S H 0 U L 0 B E I 'I P L A I N V I E W 0 F T H E 0 P E R A T 0 R. 
THE TIME IS CONTROLLED BY AN 
AUTOMATIC TI '-'ER . 
THE WELDING RESISTANCE IS COU-
POSED OF FIVE PARTS AS SHOWN I N 
Fat;. 6. 
R I AN 0 R 3 ARE THE TWO C 0 NT ACT 
RESISTANCES BETWEEN THE ELECTRODES 
AND THE WIRES. 
R4 AND R5 ARE THE BODY RESIS-
T.lNCE OF THE MATERIAL. 
P.2 I S THE CONTACT RESISTftNCE 
BETWEEN TH[ ~WO UCTPL PART S B EI N G 
WELOEDo 
IF WE I NCREASE THE ELECTRODE 
PRESSURE. Rt, R2, ~NQ R3 • ILL 
F l .. . 6 WELDER 
RESISTANCE 
OECRE.SE 9 THUS OECRE~SINC THE ·~OUNT 
OF WELDING HEAT. IF THE PRESSURE 
19 DECRE•SED Rt. AND R2. AND R3 WILL 
IHCREASE T HUS I~CREASINC THE A~OUNT 
OF HEAT. THE TIP OR ELECTRODE 
PRESSURE IS OF VITAL IUPORTANCE. 
THE SECTION OF UETAL U.ARkEO 
"A" IN ftc. 7 REPRESENTS THE UELTEO 
OF THE TWO METALS. IT HAS LOST ALL 
THE ~ROPERTIES OF THE COLO DRAWING. 
THE SECTION _,.ARKED "8" HAS BEEN 
HEAT.EO AND HAS COOLED RAPIDLY OUE 
TO SURROUNDING COOL MATERIAL. THIS 
THE ILL EFFECTS OF THE CONCENTRATED 
STRESSES AL WAYS EXISTINC IN A ~OINT 
OF TUIS TYPE. 
THE SECTION U,_RkED "C" IN NO WAY 
HAS BEEN AFFECT£0 BY THE ANNE,.LEO ZONE 
SECTION 8 SHOULD EXTEND N£~RLY 
TO THE SURFACE BUT SECTION A SHOULD 
NOT. 
ft~. A SHOWS A RESISTANCE WELD-
ER t W I L A R T 0 T H A T WH I C H W A S lJ S E p T 0 
WELD THE WI~ES FOR THE SLA B S IN THE 




FtG. 7 RESISTfNCE 
WELD 
Fee. P R ESISTA ~ CE 
WELDER 
I I 
THE TESTS DESCRIBED IN THIS THESIS, "SERRATED WIRE FOR 
WELD E 0 W I R £ fA 8 R I C '' , C 0 V E R S T H E ,_ART 0 F T H E TEST I ~ G P R 0-
GRAM THAT IS DESCRIBED IN AC-3 AND AC-4 OF THE FOLLOWING 
INSTRUCTION, AS SET FORTH BY THE WIRE REINFORCEMENT 
INSTITUTE, INC. 
THE WIRE REINFORCEMENT INSTITUTE, I Nc •• IS CONCERNED, 
~RIM.RtLV, WITH GATHERING DATA AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION TO 
SUBSTANTIATE THE FOLLOWING: 
1. THAT WELDED W aRE FABRic, WHEN usEo As A REINFORCE MENT 
IN CONCRETE, DISTRIBUTES THE STRESSES THROUGHOUT THE 
CONCRETE SLAB, AS HAS BEEN U~INTAINEO BY ENGINEERS 
DURING THE PAST 40 YEARS. 
2. T H AT WELDED W IRE f ABRIC PROV· IOES ADEQUATE CRACK CON-
TROL WITHIN THE WORKING ·LI U ITS OF THE FABRIC. 
IN ORDE R TO EFFICIENTLY ACCO U PLISH Oe~ECTIVES 
ABOVE, WE WISH TO ESTABLISH: 
AND 2 
I. THE SAFE WORKI~C STRESS THAT ~E CAN SAFELY RECO~ ~ END 
FOR WELDED ~ IRE FABRIC - BOTH IN AO N O ANO TENSION. 
2. THE ~ROPER SPACING OF LONGITU D I N AL AND TRANSV E R S E 
WIRES. 
T H E W • R • I ·• T E C H N I C A L C 0 M l 4 I T T E E H A S 0 E V E L 0 P F. 0 W H ~ T W E 
8 E L I E V E T 0 8 E A H A 0 E Q U A T E T E S T P R 0 C R A ~~ T 0 D E T E R M I N E S 0 U N 0 
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ANSWERS TO THE ABOVE PROBLE~S. ~ E FEEL THAT THESE TE S T S 
WILL SHOW: 
I. EFFECTIVE SPACING OF TR ANSVERSE WIRES. 
?. EFFECTIVE COMBINATIONS OF TRANSVERS E ANO LO~GI-
TUOIN~L WIRES. 
3. MEASURED ST~ESS AT THE WELDS, SO TH~T A SPECI~IC A -
TION C~N BE WRITTEN, SETTING UP V I~I ~ U~ WELD 
STRENGTHS FOR CE~ERAL DISTRIBUTION OF STRESSES OF 
WELDED WtRE fABRIC REINFORCEMENT E~BEODEO IN CON-
CRETE. 
4. ADEQUATE MEASUREMENTS OF ANY CRACKING THAT ~AY FORM, 
SHOWING EFFECTIVENESS OF WELDED W tRE FABRIC FOR 
CRACk CONTROL. 
To FACILITATE TESTING, THE PROGRAU HAS BEEN DI V IDED IN-
TO TWO SECTIONS, NA~ELV, SECTION "A" . AND SECTION "AC". 
SECTION "A" - ALL RESEARCH WORk IN THIS SECTION WILL BE 
SUPERVISED BY DR. A. R. ANDERSON, CoNSULTING 
ENGINEER, STA~FORD, CONN., ANO INCLUDES 48 
PULL-OUT TESTS AND 2 TEST SLABS OF BALANCED 
DESIGN, 34" X 66". 
SECT I ON "AC" - ALL RESEARCH WORK IN THIS SECT I ON WILL BE 
SuPERVISED BY PROFEssoR E. w. CARLioN, ~ 1ssouR1 
SCHOOL OF MINES, ROLLA, ~ o., AND I NCLUDES 18 
PULL-OUT TESTS ON STANDARD WELOEO WtRE FABRIC, 
81 PULL-OUT TESTS ON OEFOR Y EO WIRE, 12 PULL-
OUTS ON DEFORMED WELDED ~ IRE FABRIC, AND 9 
WELDED Wt~E fABRIC REINFORCEUENT TESTS SLABS, 
~;~\!$.~·~ . X 6 6 " • 
TEST S - SECTI ON "AC" 
AC-1 Oa~ECT 1 vE No. I, To DEMON-
STRATE THE ABILITY OF WELDED WtRE 
FABRIC TO DISTRIBUTE THE STRESS 
THROUGHOUT THE CONCRETE SLAB, IS 
TO BE ACHIEVED BY TESTING NI ME (9) 
WELDED W IRE FABRIC REI NFORCEMENT 
SLABS, 4"x34"x66". THREE SLABS OF 
EACH SERIES WILL BE TESTED AND ARE 
TO BE REINFORCED AS FOLLOWS: 







ALL SLABS A~E TO BE LOADED 
WITH A CONCENTRATED LOAD PLACED AT 
THE EXACT CENTER OF THE SLAB. 
FIFTEEN ( 15) SR-4 STRAIN GAG~S ARE 
TO BE PLACED AT STRATEGIC POINTS 
TO MEASURE STRESSES IN THE FABRIC. 
DEFLECTION TO BE ~ EASUR£0 AT AS 
UANY POINTS AS AR E REQUI~EO TO 
SHOW WARPING OF SLAB. 
AC-2- THE FOLLOWtNe 18 PULL-OUT 
TESTS ARE OESICNEO TO DET E RM I N E THE 
EFFECTIVE SPACING OF TRANSVERSE 
WtRES• STRENGTH OF THE WELD WHEN 
E M BEDO~O . tH CONC~ETE, AND 








DEMONSTRATE THE ~BILITV OF WELDEO 
W tRE fABRIC REI~FORCEMENT TO CON-
TROL CRACKS. THREE' SPECIMENS 
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING SERIES ARE 















SEE SKETCH AC-2, , Ow~. WWF-1 
FOR DETAILS OF TEST SPECI~ENS. 
AC-3 - THE FOLLOWING 81 PULL-OUT 
TESTS ARE OESICNEO TO DETERMINE 
THE BONO STRENGTH OF DEFORMED WIRE. 
'·-
EACH TEST SPECIUEN WILL CO~SIST OF 
A SINGLE COLO-ROLLED OEFORMED WtRE 
EMBEOOEO A PREDETERMINED LEN~TH IN 
A STANDARD CONCR£TE CYLINDER SIX 
INCHES IN DIAMETER A. NO 12 INCHES 
IN HEIGHT. T H R E E S P E C I M E·N 'S E A C H 
OF WIRE SIZES # 00 - # 2 AND #6, 
HAVINC SHALLOW. MEDIUM ANO DEEP 


















SKETCH - AC 2. 
Jnstrum~ntction to recor'cl 




SERIES W IRE StZES DEFORt.~ ATI O N LENGTH Et.• BED 0 ED 
I #00-#2-it6 SHALLOW 6" 
2 " " 8" 
3 " " 12" 
4 
" 
MEDIUM 6 n · 
5 " " 8" 
6 " " 12" 







NOTE: THE ABOVE TESTS ARE IDENTICAL TO THE PULL-OUT TESTS ON 
PLAIN WIRE MADE BV " WEINEL" AT THE M ISSOURI SCHOOL OF M tNES, 
AND RE~ORTEO ON P~GE 42 OF HIS . THESIS "INVESTIGATION OF BONO 
FOR 28-DAY CONCRETE BY DIRECT PuLL-OUT TESTS." 
AC~4- A SERIES OF 12 PULL-OUT TESTS• 
SIUILAR TO At 2, 8UT USING DEFORMED 
WIRE IN PLACE OF PLAIN WI~E. TRANS-
V E R S £ _ WIRES A'R E T 0 8 E ARC W £ L DE 0 T 0 
TO SIMULATE THE ACTION OF WE~bED 
WtR£ FABRIC. THE S~ECIUENS ARE TO 
BE UAOE FROM WIRE WITH EITHE~ 
S~ALLOW, MEOIUU• OR DEE~ DEFORUATIONS, 
WHICHEVER ~ROVES TO BE THE UOST 
EFFECTIVE IN BONO - TESTS AC-3. 





THE CONCRETE SHALL HAVE A SLUUP OF 5 TO 6 INCHES IN THE 
STANDARD SLUMP TEST, AND AN ULTIUATE STRENGTH OF 3500 ~SI AT 
AGE OF 28 DAYS. PRELIMINARY TESTS SHALL BE ~ADE TO DETERMINE 
THE PROPORTIONS OF THE ~RESCRIBEO MATERIALS REQUIRED TO DE-
VEL 0 P UN I F 0 R .,, I T Y, ALL C E "'E N.T USE 0 I N THESE TESTS I S T 0 C 0 U E 
FROM THE STOCK OF THE SAME MANUFACTURER. THE FINE AGGREGATE 
SHALL BE NATURAL SAND, WELL GRADED FROU 0 TO 4 SI~VE. THE 
COARSE AGGREGATE SHALL BE CRUSHED STONE, ALL OF WHICH SHALL 
PASS EITHER A SI E VE HAVIN~ 3/4-INCH SQU~RE OPF.NINGS OR A 
SCREEN WITH l- t NCH DIAUETER OPENINGS. ALL MATERIALS SHALL 
CONFORU TO A.S.T.M. STA~OAROS 
WE L 0 E 0 ~· I R E F A B R I C 
THE WELDED W IRE FABRIC USED SHALL BE THE STYLE CALLED 
FOR ON PLANS. TH~ SECTIONS SU9~1TTEO FOR TEST SHAL L 8E RE-
~RESENTATIVE OF THE PRODUCT OF THE W I~L WHICH SUB~ITS THE U , 
AND SHALL NOT BE GIVEN ANY TREATMENT TO PRODUCE AN A8NORUAL 
SURF.ACE. THE SURFACE OF THE W I ~ES , HOWEVER, SHALL BE 
. 
THOROUGHLY CLEANED WITH NAPTHA OR CARBON TETRACHLORIDE ~UST 
BEFORE INSERTION IN UOLD TO RE~0VE ALL OIL OR GREASE AN~ 
ANY OTHER FOREIGN UATTER. 
MoouLus OF ELASTICITY - So THAT ALL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
THE WIRE UNDER TEST ARE KNOWN, STRESS STRAIN CURVES SHOWING 
PROPORTIONAL LI MIT, YI E LD POINT, ULTI~ATE STRENGTH AND MOOU -
LUS OF ELASTICITY OF THE WI~E ARE TO BE PLOTTED AND FU~NISHEO 
AS A PART OF THE E~CINEERtNG REPORT. 
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ELECTRIC STRAIN GAGES 
SR-4 ELECTRIC STRAIN GAGES WHEN CftLLED FOR ARE TO AE 
C~REFULLV ~OULDED TO THE CURVATURE OF THE WfRE ANO SECURELY 
BONDED TO THE STEEL. A SPECIAL CAP OR SEAL TO PROTECT THE 
GAGES AND ALLOW SO~E DISPL~CEMENT 0~ THE ~IRE WITHOUT THE 
GAGE BEING OISTURRED SHALL BE PROVIDED. I PJ 0 R 0 E p T 0 p R E -
VENT THE LEAD WIRES FROM PULLING AND FOULING THE SR-4 GACES• 
THEY SHOULD BE TAKEN DIRECTLY OUT OF THE CONCRETf• PREFER-
~BLY ON THE BOTTOM OF THE SLAB. 
CASTIN~..z_REMOVI\L OF FORMS, CURING 
THE CONCRETE SHALL BE DEPOSITED IN NOT ~ORE THAN TWO 
L A Y E R S /1 N 0 S H A L L B E S L I C E 0 A N 0 R 0 D 0 E D T 0 I '~ S U R E C 0 U P L E T E 
CONTACT WITH THE STEEL REINFORCEMENT. I M •. 4 E 0 I A T E" L Y A F T E R 
PLACIN~• THE CONCRETE SHOULD BE STRUCK OFF LEVEL WITH THE 
TOP EDGE OF THE MOLD WITH ~ ~~~~~UU OF OISTUROANCE. THE 
SPECIMENS MUST NOTRE EXPOSED TO ANY VIBRATIONS OR OTHER 
DISTURBANCES DURING THE FIRST 24 HOURS ~FTER CASTING. 
AT LEAST ONE ST~NOARD 6xl? INCH CONCRETE CYLINDER FOR 
COUPRESSION TEST SHALL BE MADE FROM EACH BATCH OF CO~CRETE 
~IXEO· · OR ONE CYLINDER FOR EACH TEST SLftB. 
THE TEST SLABS AND CONTROL CYLINDERS SH~LL RE MOIST 
CURED FOR 2A DAYS AT ~ TEUPERATURE OF 65°F. TO 75°F. T~E 
CQHCRETE SHALL BE KEPT ~OIST BY COVERINC WITH S~NO, AND 
S~RINKLING DAILY WITH WATER. fORVS SHALL NOT BE REMOVED 
UNTIL COMPLETION OF THE 2A-DAY CURING PERIOC. 
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Tf S T I :JG 
THE RATE OF LOAD APPLICATION OURI~C T4E ~L~A ~ESTS SHALL 
N0T BE GREATER THAN IS CON S I ~ TENT WfT~ S ECURING RELI~8LE TEST 
THE LOAOI~C SH~LL BE APPLIED ftNO CAGE REAQINGS VADE IN 
S U C H A N U M B E R 0 F L 0 A 0 I ~ C R E M E tl T S T H A T S .. 4 0 0 T H C U R V E S P.! A Y B E 
J./1 A 0 E F 0 R T HE C R A P H I C A L R E P R E S E N T A T I 0 N 0 F R E S U L T I ~~ C T E S T 0 A T A • 
lOADING ON TEST SLABS SH/i.LL BE f.PPLIEO I~ SQOQ PSI IN-
C R E ,. ,, E ~ T S A T THE r.,4 0 S T H I C. H L Y S T R ESSE 0 'II I R E , UN T I L /1. S T R F: S S 0 F 
40, 0 00 PSI IN T~IS WIRE IS REACHED, ANO THEN THE LO~O SHALL 
BE RELEASED, AND ALL Gf.C~S CHECKED FOR ZERO. STRAif\S SH.ALL 
SE RECORDED FOR -LL CAGES AT EACH LOAD t~CRE~ENT. 
lOADING SHALL THEN BE REPEATE~ FOR A CHFCK AGAINST FIRST 
LCADINC CYCLE. 
THE THIRD LOADI~G SHALL THEN BE APPLIE D IN INCREMENTS 
OF 10,000 ~SI STRESS t~ THE ~OST ~~~HLY STRESSED WIRE. T~E 
DESTRUCT I 0 N TEST P R 0 C E 0 U R E 0 F THE SPEC I P.~ EN C AN T H £ r~ BE 0 E T r r<-
~INEO AFTER LO~D PATTERNS AND ? HAVE BEEN COMPLETED. 
8 E C A U S E 0 F T H E C H A N G E I N W I R E P R 0 P E R T I r S f. F T E R T H E ';/ I R E 
IS STRESSED BEYOND THE PROPORTION~L LI~IT, ALL TESTS MUST BE 
CARRIED TO FAILURE, WITHOUT THE APPLT~o TESTING LOAD BEI~G 
RELEASED AND SR-4 CAGES ZEROED, AFTER THE WIRE UNDER TEST IS 
STRESSED TO ITS ~ROPORTICNAL LI~IT. 
ENGINEERING REPORT 
THE REPORT SHALL CO~T~IN A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
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E M P L 0 Y E D • I N C L U 0 I N G T H E T E C H N I Q U E 0 F f. P P L Y I '" C fl. N D R E C 0 R t. ' I N G 
RESULTS 0 F SR -4 S T R A I N CAGES M 0 UN T ED 0 N S ~)ALL f"' I f . ~.1 E T E .R \\' I ~ E S 
EMBEDOEO IN CONCRETE. 
GRAPHS SHO'lii~G PROPORTION~L LIWIT, YIELO POINT, ULTI-
MATE STRENGTH AND YOOULUS OF EL~STICITY OF THE WIRES TESTED 
SHALL OE FURNISHED. 
CURVES SHOWINC THE TENSI'-ESTRESS OISTRIOUTION IN THE 
WIRES OF THE FABRIC AT DIFFERENT LOAD INCRE~ENTS SHALL BE 
WO~KED OUT A~D ANALYZED FROM AN E~GINEERINC STANDPOINT AS TO 
B 0 N 0 F 0 R T H E L 0 "' C I T U 0 I ~I />. L ., I R E A N 0 T H E tv• E C H A ~~ I C /1 L fl. r.J C H 0 R A G E 
OF THE CROSS MEMBER AT THE TRANSVE~SE WIRE. 
T~E ENGINEERING RE?ORT SHALL AE COMPLETE "NO INCLUDE 
THE OPI~ICNS OF THE TFSTING AGENCY I~VOLVEO, ON THE FOLLOWING 
POINTS CONCERNI~C ~ ELDEO ~ f~E FABRIC E~REOOEO lh CONCRETE! 
I. RECOMMENDED SPACING OF TRANSVERSE WIRES. 
?.. Co~BINATIONS OF TRANSVERSE AND LONCITU~INAL WIRES-
R E C 0 MH END t [\ R AN ,-; E • 
3. STRENCT~ OF WELGS EMREOOEO IN CONCRf:Tf. VS. STPrNGTH 
OF WELDS I~ ~ECHANIC/IL WELD TESTfR. 
/! • EXPECT f_ !"! C R A C I" 0 PEN I N C F 0 R ·,v EL 0 E 0 ::. I R f. FA B R I C R E I ~-
F' 0 R C E D S L A B S W I T H ,,. I R E S T R E S S E S 0 F :' '7 • , 0 0 0 ~~ 0' \l 0 0 -
40,000 AND 50,000 PSI. 
2 1 
WIRE 
THE WIRE USED IN THIS INVES-
TIGATION W~S SPECIALLY PREPARED BY 
.... 
THE AtJER I CAN S TEEL AN 0 W IRE COP.IP~N \1 W IRE Sl Z£ SEitltATIOas 
OF CLEVELAND, 0HIC. THIS WI~E CON 
-
S I S T S 0 F N I N E ( 9 ) SA~- ' P L E S 0 F T ~ R E E 
(3) SIZES ~~D THREE (3) DIFFERENT 
DEPTHS OF SERRATIONS, OR OEFORMA-
TIONS AS LISTED IN TABLE I. AS 
SHOWN IN F1c. II THESE SEP.RATI C N s 
~PPEARED AS NOTCHES OR S~W TEETH 
SPACED TEN (10) TO THE INCH ON EACH 
OF THE FOUR (4) SlOES OF THE WIRE. 
A NUMBER OF OBSERV~TI ONS AND 
PHYSICAL TESTS WERE M~OE. A N lJ ,_,, A E R 
OF PIECfS OF EACH WIRE WERE PLACED 
IN A MICROSCOPE ~NO ~HE ANGLES OF 
T H E N 0 T C H E S a4 E A S U R E 0 • THt 1\VERAGE 
OF THESE ARE SHOWN ON Ftc. 10. 
A ONE (I) FOOT SECTION OF E~CH 
OF THE WIRES WAS .CCURATELY CUT AND 
·-£ 1_:·.~ H"E·O • . . _A_ . 'CO M P A ~ t S 0 N 0 F T H E S E 




00 DE Eft 
# 2 Sw•LLOW 
2 MEO I UU 
2 DE Eft 
I 6 Sw•LLOW 
6 ME 0 I UM 
6 DEE,. 
Fee. 10 J\N~LE OF 
NO"tCHES 
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NO.6 'NIRE SHALLOW 
NO.6 WIRE MEDIUM 
NO. 6 WIRE DEEP 
NO.2 WIRE SHALLOW 
N0.2 WIRE MEDIUM 
I f • I • ; 0 ,, .. I I •• • I • : : • • ' J : ~: ! , 
N0.2 WIRE DEEP 
NO.OO WIRE SHALLO 'N 
NO. JO WIRE ME D IUM 
NO. O u iNIRE D ~E P 
F t G. I I THE N 1 NE S AMPLES OF S ER~ATED Wt ~E T ESTED 
2 3 
Uf\:IT ~/EI G HTS ARE Ll c. TEC IN TABLE?. 
THE ~VERAGE ~REA OF CROSS-SECTION, 
FIGUREO FRO~ THE WtiGHTS OF TftBLE 2 
f'.RE L I STEO IN TARLE 3. 
TAOLE 2 F I C. • I 2 ·f•i F I G H I ~.J G 'f ' I R E 
UNIT 'N EIGI ! T OF ·li tRE 
,------ - -----·~------ --- - - ---- ----- ---------
0 E F 0 R ~ -• E 0 ·:.· I R E L 8 S ./ F T • 
StZE 
'S I R' E 
PLAIN 't!' IPE 
L r,· ./FT. 




















~-----..-L--···-~----·------'---·-·--·----..__--·----- -- -· ---
TABLE 3 
AREA OF Wt RE 
--- - --·---- ----
DEFOR~EO \ t I R E Sc. INCHES 
StzE PLAIN .'J'v IRE 
v~· 1 r; E s ~;;, . f~CHES SH.lLLOW 
. 
#OO .OR60 .0814 
2 0 0541 .0508 
6 .0?.90 .0278 
- -
TABLE 4 LISTS THE ~ IRE SIZE 
/A N D T H E M A X I V U M A N 0 f. I I N I ~' ll M 0 I A -
METERS OF EACH OF THESE SA~PLES. 
I N 0 R DE R T 0 F I N 0 THE t~ I N I ~' U fi.A 0 I ~-
METER, THE SERRATIONS WERE REMOVED 
F R 0 M T H E W I R E B Y A ~ ~ I L L I N C t-1 A C H I N E 
AND MEASURED WlTH A ~ICRO~ETER. 
MEDIUU DEEP 






MEASU~I~C WIRE WITH 
f ~ I C R 0 '-~ E T E R 
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U !\: I T '#/ E I C: H T S ~ R E L I C:. T E D t N T A B L E ? • 
THE AVERAGE ~REA OF CROSS-SECTION, 
FIGUREO FROM THE WFIGHTS OF TABLE 2 
ARE LISTED IN TAHLE 3. 
TAOLE 2 F I C. • I 2 . M F I G H I ~~ G ·t .' I R E 
U I'll I T .V E t G I l T 0 F .fi I R E 
r-·----·-·- r-- ·----------------- --
0 E F 0 R ~-· E D ·:.· IRE LBS./FT. 
---- -SIZE PLAIN v IRE 
',\' IRE L r~ : . • (_FT • SHALLOW f. ~ E 0 I U J...4 DFE,_ 
=----- -
#OO .?922 .2769 .24P9 .?.29P 
2 . IP3A . 1746 . 1614 . 1~3?. 
6 .09A3 0 0948 • 0920 .OP62 
·-·-'--· 
TABLE 3 
AREA OF WIRE 
--- ----- -----·----- -
DEFOR~EO \ t t R E Sc. INCHES 
StzE PLAIN ·-w'v IRE 
i/;i I FiE s ~- . tt-CHES SH.&LLOW MEOIUL4 DEEP -~ 
-
#OO .0~60 .0814 .0726 .0674 
2 0 0541 .0508 .0470 .0446 
6 .0?.90 .0278 .0270 .0253 
-· 
TABLE 4 LISTS THE ~ IRE SIZE 
AND THE MAXIWU~ AND ~INI~UM OIA-
METERS OF EACH OF THESE SA~PLES. 
I N 0 R 0 E R T 0 F I ~• 0 T H E t ,~ I N f ._, U M D I .a -
METER, THE SERRATIONS WERE RE~OVEO 
F R 0 M T H E W I R E 9 Y A ,._. I L L I N C ._, A C H I N E 
Ftc.. 13 
A N 0 M E A S U R E 0 W I T H A '-C I C R 0 M E T E R • 
MEASU~I~C WIRE WITH 
r ~ I C R 0 ,,., E T E R 
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'.VIRE \.".'IRE ,,-i ,_ X I fl U ~.t I ~. ' I ~ I l! U M NuMBER DEF'Oft._.EO SIZE 0 I A.~.~ E T E R I DIAMETER 
- -~ 
#CO PL/IIN .331 
SH~LLOW .329 .333 .289 
W.EOIUM .313 .312 .2b0 
DEEP .326 .?96 .240 
4F 2 PLAIN .?62 
SHALLOW .262 0 26A .229 I MEOIUU .259 .259 .209 
DEEP 0 259 .253 .IQA 
# 6 PLio IN • 192 
SHALLOW • I A9 • 193 • I 7 I I i ME DIU._ • 192 .201 • I 59 I 
DEEP • I c; I • I <; I • 146 l 
-· 
T~eLE 5 
AREA OF' WIRES BY MEASUREMENT Sq. IN. 
WIRE M~xtMUM MINIWUM SERR/oTEO 
NuweER DEFORMED ARE~ ARE~ ARE/I 
=/tOO PL~IN .0860 
SHJLLOW .OP.53 .0759 .0094 I I 
UE 0 I UM .0770 .0643 .0127 I DEEP .0725 .0556 .0169 
. i 
# 2 PL/IIN .0541 l SHALLOW .0555 .0490 .0065 I ME o I u u .0523 .0419 .0104 
DEEP .0505 .03A8 • 0 I 17 I 
I 
! 
# 6 PL~IN .0290 i 
SH/ILLOW .02R8 .0270 .0018 I I MEDIUM .0300 .0241 .0059 ! 
DEE It .O?PR .0206 .OOP2 i 
T~BLE 5 LISTS THE MAXIMUU 
THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN THEM IS THE SERRATED AREA. 
THESE WERE OBT ~ INED BY PLOTINC THE 
DIAMETERS OF T~BLE 4 TO TEN ( 10) 
TI~ES NOR~AL Sl ! F, RUNNING A PLAN I-
~ETER AROUND THE fREAS AND ~ IVIOI N C 
BY 0 N E- HUN 0 RED ( I C 0 ) AS S H 0 WN I N 
M I ~-1. ARE A 
Q. 0 Z-41 tJ../ 1 
F .tG. 14. F I c • I 4 ~.!. A X I tJ u ~ I\ N 0 
f, . I ~ I J.1 U ~~ /1. R E A S 
A STRESS-STR ~ IN CURVE WAS 
OBTAINED FOR EACH OF' THESE SAMPLES 
USINC A BALDWIN-SOUTHWARK STRESS-
STRAIN RECORDER. T H [ I N S T R U .._< E N T 
WAS REUOVED FROM THE SPECIUEN BE-





, _ . 
~ \ I 
0 I 
IT FROM BEING OAMA~ED ANO THE SAL-
INSTRU~ENT WITH 
j"f ___ - ·- e'>\ ' 
THE ·R E A 0 I N C S WE R E REA 0 AN 0 ':. ~-- \ ·. 
;r . - • i ·, 
SHOWS THE r~' f ·:~~~~ 
___ .. J I . 
AS 0 B T A I HE D F R 0 M T HE . .. . :i . 
' )i~ Qf' ):\ ,· ' 





ACTUAL LOAD I N 
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Ftc. 15 B~LDWIN SouTHWA R K 




DATA STRESS STRAIN CURVE 
2" GAU~E LEN~TH 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION 
WIRE LOAD FAILURE FAILURE MoouLus OF' 
No. 0£F'OR .. EO Las. La·s. Les. ELASTICITY 
too SHALLOW 6,620 4,800 .0201 29.6 X 10 6 
MEOIUU , 6,100 4.Aoo SMALL 30.7 X 10 6 
DEE~ s.soo 4,200 SMALL 28.0 X 10 6 
# 2 SHALLOW 4,480 3,200 .0209 2 8 .7 X ao 6 
UEOIUM 3,940 3.200 SMALL 26.3 X 10 6 
DEE~ 3,950 3,300 .0204 26.7 X to 6 
•! 
# 6 SHALLOW I ,8 _ 0 90~ .0217 26.9 X 10 6 
MEDIUM 1,880 1,200 .0215 25.3 X 106 
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11-~ WtiE LO H Q, T"~NS. lOTH WIRES 
OOSxOOS .330 . 329 .659 
OOSxOOS . 32R .331 · o659 
OOSxOOP .33 0 .314 .644 
OOSxOOP 0 3 3 1 . 3 14 .645 
.OOSxOOP . 327 . 3 14 .641 
OOSxOOP .329 .313 .642 
2Sx2S . 263 . 2 65 .528 
2:Sx2S 0 265 . 261 •. • 5?.6 
2Sx2S .261 . 267 .528 
2Sx2S . 262 . 266 . • 528 
2Sx6P . 2 6 6 • 19 8 .464 
2Sx6P 1. 266 • 19 8 . • 464 
2Sx6P i .264 • 199 .463 
2Sx6P i 0 264 • 19 8 .462 . 
S- SHALLOW SERR~TIONS 
P PLAIN Wt"E 
• - FRoM T• eLE 6 
TABLE 7 29 




Actt08S o.,,. PENITRATION ST"ENQTH ULTI MATE WELD TE s T 
·WELDED A-B A-B W£LD ULT. ST"· 
m • fo . WtRES .... LISe ,. s.a. Les . ,.s.t. 
: . • 591 ,068 20.6 4280 49800 6620 77000 65 
. • 586 . • 073 22~1 5720 66500 6620 77000 86 
. . . 0 565 .01'9 24.5 6010 71000 6620 77000 9 2 
• 570 .075 23.3 5940 69000 6620 77000 90 
.569 .072 22.5 5640 65600 6620 77000 8 5 
.570 .072 22.4 5A50 68000 6o20 77000 A8 
.469 .059 22.3 3t70 58600 4480 83000 71 
o467 0 059 22.4 2675 49400 4480 83000 60 
.469 .059 22.3 2975 55000 4480 83000 66 
,468 .060 22. 7· 27AO 51400 4480 83000 62 
0 402 .062 26.7 2235 41300 4480 8.3000 50 
.399 .065 28.0 2500 46200 4480 83000 56 
.397 .066 28.5 2575 47600 4480 83000 57 
. • 398 .• 064 27,6 2625 48500 4480 83000 58 
30 
1N lNCHES. Q•aP~ 2 SHOWS THE SAME 
CURVE WITH LOAD lN ~St PLOTTED ACAtN-
ST £L0N(;tATION 
" IN iNCHES, USINC THE 
A V E lit /4 C E A R E A S 8 Y WE I <;; H .T~ /4 S -G t V E H I N 
h .: . 
WELn5~ 
I . \ 
. - f 1u~~~ 
TABLE 3. 
MoOULUS OF ELASTICITY WAS MEASUR-
EO AND CALCULATED AND IS GiVEN IN 
TA8LE , 6 ALONC ~ITH OTHER RECORDED DATA. 
WEL -Ds 
T H E W I R E - U .s E 0 I lol T H E S L A·B S 0 F 
THE SEtONO PART OF THIS INVESTIGATION 
W A S WE L 0 E D , A S -s ff· 0 WN I N F I C • I 6 , 9 Y 
A SPOT WELDER ~T THE LACLEDE STEEL 
CoMPANY •~ MADISON, ILLINOIS. FouR 
(4} TEST WELDS WERE UAOE FOR EACH 
COMBINATION OF WIRES AND TESTED IN 
THE CARLTON WELO . TESTER.· THE RESULTS 
OF THESE WELD TESTS ARE LISTEO I N 
TABLE 7. SEE Ftc. 17. 
SR-4 STRAIN GAGES 
TYPE A-7 SR-4 STRAIN GACES WERE 
US£0 THROUCHOUT THESE TESTS. 
Duco CEMENT WAS USED AS AN 
ADHESIV£. 
W ATE ~ -PROOFINC MATERIALS CON-
3U SPECIAL WEATHE~-~TRIP A DHESIVE, 
Fac:. 16 WELDS 
c 





F I G • I 7 P £ N I T AA T I 0 N 
OF WELDS 
31 
TESTIN~ EQUI~MEHT W~6 A MODEL 
301 STRAIN~ETER, A ~THUR R. ANOE~SON, 
S~RINGOALE, CONN., AHO A GALVANO-
METER, G. M . LABORATORIES, INc. 
RESIST~NCE AND LEAKAGE TO CROUND WAS 
MEASURED WITH A HEATHKIT VACUUU TUBE 
VOLTMETER, UOD£L V4. Fa~. 19 STR~rN~ETER 
20, ANO 21. 
ALL ~ULL-OUT TESTS WERE MADE 
IN A 8AL9WIN-SOUTHWAR~ 20,000 POUNOS 
TESTt NG MA. CH I NE. 
TEST CYLINDERS WERE 8ROICEN IN 
~ Tt N IUS-OLSEN, 200,000 POUND CAPA-
C I T Y T £ S T I N G M A C H t N .£ • 
CoNCRETE 
THE CONCRETE WAS OEStCNED FOR 
3500 PSI WITH ~ 5 TO b I NCR SLUM~. 
Fa~. 21 
SAND FROM THE MERIUAC RIVER AT PACIFIC, 
M tSSOU::fJ, AND CRUSHED Lf MESTONE WERE 
USED. THESE MATERIALS CONFOR U IN~ TO 
A.S.T. ~ . STANOAROS, WERE MIXED IN THE 
FOLLOWIH~ PRO~ORTIONS: 
W ~TER (6 GAL/SACK OF CEMENT) 
CU. FT. YI E LD 
1 ? .4 LBS. 
CEM E NT - TYPE PORTLAND ALPHA 23.3 LBS. 













FOR ? F OAY~e SUA V ERGEO I~ WAT E R. 
THE SLABS WERE CURED FOR 2 R DAYS 
IN A ~OIST ROO~ CONTAINING SPRAYS. 
FoP-~ s : THE 6" BY 12" CYL INOER FORMS 
WERE WAXED CARDBOAR D. THE FORMS FOR 
THE SLP.BS WERE MADE FROM i" PLYWOOD 
P~INTEO ON THE OUTSIDE AND TRE~TEO F t ~ . 22 CYLI N D ~R FORMS 
~IT~ TWO (2) COATS OF FOR M OIL ON 
THE INSIDE. 
L ~ N c ,. s T E R rv~ , x F. R • s v ~ ~ s o L s 1< G • s £ E 
F I c • 24 • 
STRENGTH: THE STREN~TH OF THE CON-
C~ETE 1 AS OETERMINED BY THE COUPRESS- Ftc. 23 S LAB f o R~ S 
ION CYLINDERS, VARIED FRO~ .12 3D ft S I 
T 0 A-:J3D PSI 1 AVER A G IN G .S4 'J4' PSI • 
F I G . 24. C ouP L E T£ IXER SE T Uft 
3 3 
THE FIRST P~RT OF T h iS IN V ESTI-
CATION W~S TO DETE ~ MINE THE 80~0 AS 
S E T F 0 R T H I N ~. C - 3 0 F '' 0 0 J E C T 0 F 
fl N 0 C 0 r~ S I S T S 0 F E M 8 E 0 0 I N G T H E W I R E S 
A P R E D F T E R ~ ' I "I E 0 D I S. T A N C E I N 6 " X I 2 " 
CONC~ETE CYLINDERS AND MEASURING THE 
UL71~ ; TE LO ft D RE~UIREO TO PULL-OUT 
THE WIRES AFTER A ?R D~Y CURI ~ G 
PERIOD. 
THE raRST CROUP OF CYLINDERS 
TESTED WERE 6• R. A~O 12 INCH E~-
Fac. 25 CvLINO E R R ACK · · 
BEOMENTS ~S SET FORTH RV THE W. R. 1·. 
P"GE 16. THE BOND OF THESE WIRES 
WAS SO GREAT TH ... T THE WIRES RROKE AN 
DID NOT PULL OUT. 
A ~tLOT TEST WA~ ~AOE WITH EM-
BEOMFNTS ~S LOW AS 2" AND FROU 
RESULTS A TABLE(NOT SHO WN) WAS 
C~LCUL A T ED . T~IS TABLE' COMPARED 
TH E TOTAL BOND STRESS TO THE ULTI-
MATE STRESS FOR THE DIFFERENT DEPTHS 
FIG. 26 C YLI N DE R RA C K 
WIT H 'l' t RES 
,.. HIS TABLE IT WAS OECIOEO TO CO~-
Tl"4l)f" 'l4E INVESTIGATION BY USI~G 
EVBED~E~T ~ OF ? , 4, ANO ~ INCHES FOR 
E~CH OF THE NINE SAMPLES, MAKt~G 
THREE CYLI~DERS OF EACH. 
THE PILOT TEST ALSO SHOWEO THAT 
~CCURATE RE S ULTS COULD NOT AE ORT~I~-
EO BY SUBMERGING THE WIRES THE DEPTH 
OF E~BEO~ENT I~ THE TOP OF THE CO~-
CRETE DUE TO THE SETTLE~ENT OF THE 
CONCRETE. MoRE ACCURATE RESULTS 
COULD BE OBTAINED BY BRINCI~G THE 
WIRE UP FROM THE BOTTOH. 
FRA~ES WERE MADE ~S SHOWN IN 
Ft~o 25 THAT WOULD HOLD FIVE CYLIND-
E R S E A.C H • .THE WIRES WERE CUT, 
STRAICHTENEO AND ~L~CEO IN THE FRAU-
ES AS SHOWN IN flo. 26 · ~ERTRUOING THE 
DE~THS OF E~REO~ENT PLUS 1/16" (TO 
ALLOW FOR THICKNESS OF CARDBOARD 
C V L I N 0 E R ) A 8 0 V E T H E P L A T F 0 R ~~ 0 F T H E 
FRAa.tE. 
A HOLE W~S PUNCHED IN THE CENTER 
OF THE BOTTOM OF THE WAXED CAROROARD 
FORMS AND THEY WERE SLIPPEO DOWN OVER 
-~ - HE WIRES AS SHOWN IN Ftc. 2A. 
Ftc. ?.7 PuNCHI~c HoL E 
IN CENTER 
Fti:. 2A CYLINDER t~ 
RACK 
Fa:;. 29 Two-I N CH 
EMBEDMENT 
To PREVENT THE 2n EMBEDMENTS 
FROM PULLING A CHlJNtC OF CONCf?ETE OUT 
OF THE BOTTO~ OF THE CYLI~OER THEY 
WERE EMBEDDED 4" 
• 
ANO T HE LOWE" 2" 
WftS WRAPPeD WITH A OOURLE L~YfR OF 
HEAVY PAPER. 
AFTER WASHING THE WIRES WITH 
CARBON-TETRACHLORIDE TEN CYLI N DERS 
WERE POURED AT A TIUE. ONE cou-
PRESSION CYLINDER WAS MADE WITH EACH 
POURING. ALL UATERjALS WERE WEIGHED 
ACCORDING TO THE PROPORTIONS GIVF-N 
ON P~CE 31• EXCEPT TH~T THE WATER WAS 
SOMETIMES READjUSTED TO OBTAIN A 
5" TO 6" SLUlAP. 
AFTER 24 HOURS TH£ CVLINOERS 
WERE REUOVEO FROM THE FRAMES• AND 
THE CARDBOARD FORMS TORN AWAY. THE 
CYLINDERS WERE RELABELED ~NO PLACED 
IN A WATER TANK FOR CURING. DN THE 
27TH OAY• THEY WERE RE~OVED FOR A 
24 HOUR D R YING PE R IOD REFORE TESTINC. 
A 20.000 POUND 8~LOWIN SOUTH-
WAftk TES~ING MACHINE W~S USED FOR 
THE TESTING. THE LOAD W~S APPLIED 
AT A UNI~OR~ RATE BY ~E~NS OF THE 
Ftc. 30 PASTEBOARD 
FORMS REMOVED 
f- ' c • 3t 
-36-
WAS RECORDED AS CIVEN IN TABLES 9, 
TABLE 8 WAS CO~PILEO 
.. 
FROM TABLES 9, 10• AND I~~ AND GRAPHS 
3• A, AND 5 WERE PLOTTED FROM THIS 
TABLE. THE BONO STRESS OF THE PLAIN 
WIRE WAS TAKEN FROM W Et~EL 1 S tNVES-
TIGATIO~• PAGE 42, ~ ISSOURI SCHOOL 
0 F .... { I N f: So 
Fao. 33 .81-LOWt,. SOUTHWAflttc TESTING M ACHINE 
T.&BLE 7A. 
F.&CTORS USED IN THE FOLLOWING 
TABLES .&NO GRA~HS 
~-·-
'dIRE DIAMETER AREA P[PIUETEft 
S t Z E INCHES INCHES ~..!L!.J N • I• N • 
-· 
00 0.331 c.oR6 I . 040 
2 0.262 0.0~4 o.P25 

























TA&L £ 8 
ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF WIRE 
AND 
UNIT BONO STRESSES 
PouNDS PE~ SQUARE INCH 
37 
: . .'tilL T I U A T E STitENQTM EMBEDMENT ltiCHES 
Las. ~ • I • I • 2 '" 4" 6" 8 " 
{A I ) • {W3) (W3) 
7.,225 a~.ooo 237 195 
6.620 77,000 1.,062 903 800 
6.100 ·',; 71.,000 1,388 I ,230 
5,500 64.000 I, 584 .~ 
(W2) (W3) (W3) 
4.,900 90.500 280 214 
4 ,48Q. . ·~f :;e .3. 000 S63 ~ - .. 76~ ~ 7,2 _0. 't 3._940, ~ -· ·· ;.·. ?2,800 1,208 ;~ ~ ;., ... ... :-~ ·. 
3 ';'950 73,000 I ,372 ~- ·;, 't' • .. 
. ·, 
(WI ) (W3) (W3) 
2,36'0 e t, ?oo 323· 257 
I ,880 65,000 1,080 
1,880 .· ... 65. 000 1,210 
.. ~- ·,: ;-., .. 
1,700 . _; ' 58_y_800 1,.3924 
PACE t I • A.R· • . ANDER SON RE~OAT (A-I ) 
PAC.£ . 32, WE I N' Et. THESIS, MISSOURI SCHOOl. OF" M tNES 
PACE 40., WE. N£1. -!- T~ES' s. lAtSSOURI ScHOOL OF" M INES 
PAGE 42, Vi£ I .N EL THESIS, M ISSOURI SCHOOL OF" MINES 












TABLE 9 : 













DtRECTION A DIRECTION 
EueEo- ToT•L LOAD BONO TOTAL Lo•o 
UENT 
2 I N • 
4 I N • 
6 I N • 
2 I N • 
4 I N • 
6 IN • 
2 I N • 
4 I N • 
6 IN • 


























5600 TEN$ • 
5570 BREAKS 









I I 40 





UNIT BO ND DETER~INEO FROM PLLL-CUT Ti ST 
~-
-- - -------~- ~· DtRECTfON A DIRECTION 8 
StZE EMBED- rroTAL LOAD BoNO !ToTAL LOAO Bot-~o 
WIRE DEF"ORMEO MENT LBS. P.s. 1. LBS. fJ·~··· _..,.. 
tt- 2 · SHALLOW 2 IN • 2000 
13 2 5 863 (675 J 0 I 5 
1520 
# 2 SHALLOW 4 . "' . -~: :12 4 f ·{) 7()2 
: ~~r2"630 ! '*..{ ' · 
·. 2505 .· .. 
4/: 2 SHALLOW 6 IN. 3.?90 . 720 
·- 3620 I . 
; "ll?-70 I ' 
# 2 MEOIUW 2 I N • " 2065 
1920 I 20A · 28 70 1740 
2525 
4f 2 MEOIUW 4 
' "' . 
3880 ALL 
3 8 25 TEfi.S. 
3770 BREAKS 
# 2 MEOfUL4 6 I N. 3845 ALL 
3810 TENS. 
3785 BREAKS 
-1' 1F- 2 DEEP 2 t N • 2120 
2255 1372 I<.? P 5 l20 2 
2425 
# 2 DEEP 4 • N • 3755 B REAKS 
3500 • I I 02+ l I l 
3665 BR E AKS 
# 2 DEEP 6 I N • 3660 ALL 
3765 TEr-.S. 
3650 BREAKS 
- -~- ~-- --~-- - - ,_ __ --- ·-· ---
• PuLLED OuT 
40 
U N I T B 0 ~ j 0 DE T f. P ~, I ~~ E D F R 0 ~- : e U L L - U L T T E S T 
- --- ----------------
DIRECTION A DIIO•f..CTION 8 
~---- ----- ·r--- ---- -- - -----
Stzt. EMBEO- ToT~L lo~D Bor-.o TOT .IlL LOI>O f1 ~"' 0 
WtPE 0£ f 0 R ., E 0 MENT 
~- LASe P ..!..~-·I.-_ ----- - --~ B ~-·- - - ·-·- P ._s • f....!.----- - -·-- -·--· -·- - - _..,_.....~ 
# 6 SHALLOW 2 I N • (ORO 
1515 fOPO 140S I lb5 
13!)0 
f 6 SH~LLOW 4 I N • 1830 ALL 
1~65 TEl-IS. 
f F 60 BREAKS 
# 6 SH~LLOW 6 IN • I8BO ALL 
IA75 TENS. 
IA55 BRE~I<S 
# 6 ME"OfU~ 2 I N • 1480 I - l 
1495 1210 I 511 ~ f2PQ 
l4tO i . ,. .. .. 
. .. 
# 6 MEOfV~ 4 I N • 1770 TiUtS. 
te3o BRE~I<S 
1570 
"J : 6 MEDIUM 6 IN· . I 845 ALL 
1870 T E t 1 S • 
I 825 BREAKS 
11. 6 DEEP 2 I~ • 1680 rr 
1660 1392+ 1700 Itt I 0 + 
1660 
.}_;_ 6 DEEP 4 I N • It 50 ALL 
lt~O TE~S. 
16?~ tjR('AKS 
if 6 DE£P 6 I N • I 6/• 5 ALl 
1620 TEt..S. 
1 &. c-: 5 BREAKS 
----
__ __ _______ ...._ ______ - -~- -- --- __ _, 
0 v f" R A l L I 5 • t ~ r. ~ f: . " T f R 
4 1 
GJr.uGn](UJI1 N®.] 
BOND VS EM8E DP\/ E N T 
:#- 00 W I~E 
2.ooo 










0 2 4 8 
EMBEO&/EN-T INCHES 









' ." ......._,,. 
. 






BOND VS EMBEDME-NT 
# 2 WtaE 
4 
Eua£DMartT .l.cHES 








<brJratJl.:>]t2 N® j) 
2.ooo 





BOND V S EMBEDVENT 





f'G'G CFOU RE f-l ;"' R T I I 
T H E s t c 0 N 0 p A I'? T 0 F T ,j I s I N v E s -
TIC f\T I21N f> S n ~=: S I G tJ A T E D A C - 4 U N 0 E R 
( ! A .J E C T 0 F TEST CONSISTS OF PULL 
0 U T TESTS AS S H 0 WN I N F I G • 3t1 • I T 
WA S T HL CONSE:NSUS ) F OPINION, OF 
ALL ~~ E "-" R f: R S 0 F" T H E ':, • R • f • T H AT 
INSPECTED THE SAMPLES T~AT THE WIRE 
CONTAINI~C THE SHALLOW SERRATIONS 
WOULD BE THE OESIRA e LE ONES THUS 
THE WIRE WITH SHALLOW SERRf.TIONS WAS 
USED IN THE TEST SLAAS. (SEE CON-
C L U S I 0 !·~ S ) • 
IT W~S DECIOEO TO TEST 3 EACH 
OF THE FOLLO WING SLABS AS SHOWN IN 
F 1 c. 3 4: 
SIZE 
15xl ~ x3 
15 xt ? x3 
1 5x t~tx3 
t 5 xl 8 x3 
WIRE 
4/:0 0 S H A L L 0 W 
2 S HALLOW 
00 SHALLOW 
00 SH.ALLOW 
THE WIRES FOR THESE SLABS W~RE 
CUT, STRAI~HTENEO• .A N D TAKEN TO LAC 
LEOE STEEL COMPANY AT MAO ISON, 
FOR WELOINC.. A W 0 0 0 E tl F R A •1 E w A S M A 0 E 
TO HOLD TH( WIRES IN PLACE AS SHOWN 
. '•, , 
. ' 
.::' .t. ~i. 
·~~~ 
- ·44 
. .., ,.. . 
..... ·. -
__ ':) }. 
0F ~ ' ULL­
T f:S T 
F J C • 3 5 '.:.; E L 0 I N C T E M P L E T 
FIG. 36 ~E LOINC TE ~P LET 
'Ill I T H '-'I t R E S 
IN FIG. 35, THE WIRES WERF PLACED I~ TH F 
FRA~E ~NO THE ~Ot~TS WELDED, SEE F1c. 3 6 . 
L X T R A W E L 0 5 W E R t P! t 0 E F 0 R T > S T I r J G 
VI I T H T H E C A R L T 0 N \'.' £ L 0 T- E S T [ R W 1-4 I C H 
RFSIJLTS ~~E t;fVr:.N 0~ PAGE ?9, UNDER 
, , !· A i F. I~ I " L s ,, • 
_.:•.LSO CO'~~IN/\TIONS OF 
T11E SER R ATED I c:: E I< ~J 0 D L /l I N " ' I R E "A· E ~< E 
W E L 0 E r. F 0 P. T E S T I ~. r; • Far. If, PAGE 3 G, 
S '-4 ') W S T H E W I R E S to F T £ R R E ·-~ 0 V A L F f? 0 , 1 
T H E F 0 R ~~ S W E R E f.A A 0 E A S S H 0 W N I ~~ 
Ftc. ~7 AND T~E WELDED WIRES lhSERT-
ED. T11E STR~IN CAGES WEP£ APPLIED 
f. S S 1-i 0 'I.• N I N F I C. • ~ A A N 0 A S n I 5 C U S S E ~ -, 
U N DE R '' ~ R- t1 S T R A I N G /l G f" S ., , P AGE f n • 
THE' Wt~ES WERE ViA. SHEO WITH 
C~RBON-TETRACHLORIDE TO REMOVE ANY 
CRE~Sr. ~NO THE SLABS WE~E POURED IN 
T H E S A~· E ~' . A N N E R /i S T H E C Y L I N 0 E R S , P. S 
PREVIOUSLY OESCRIREO. 0 ~4 E: C C •-~ P R E S S -
I)N TEST CYLI~OER WAS UAOE FOR EACH 
THE FOLLOWING n-Y THE SLABS 
WERE PLACED IN A MOIST ROOM ~ITH 
W~TER SPRAYS. CN THE 26TH DAY THE 
SLABS WERE RE~OVEO FRO~ THE MOIST 
II' 0 0 M ~ N 0 T H E F" 0 R M S W E R E R E ~ .' 0 V ·E £' 
THE SR-4 GAc.ES 
W E R .~ · ~ H .E ·9 ~-.''1:0 : .8 Jf . :_ .,_ V Q L T L4 E T E R t 8 0 T H 
. . -' .... ~ ·~· - • ....-._,- . -... , ~-' . . .  • . .. . 





F I~. 3R RE. NF"ORCE~4EN T 
WITH SR-4 G~GE 
Ftc. 39 SL~R PouRED 
FOR LEAK~GE TO GROUND AND RESISTANCE 
AS SHOWN IN FIC. 1 S 41 ANO 42. 
THE MC:VEMENT OF THE WIRE, ON 
WHICH THE LO~D W~S AEI~G APPLIED, 
WAS ME~SUREO 9Y ME~NS 0~ ~N A~M 
CLA~PED TO THE ~IRE, ON WHICH WERE 
~OUNTEO TWO AMES Dt1LS TH~T READ 
IN UNITS OF .001 INCHES AS SHOWN 
I r-. F I G • 4. 3 • A~Y SLIP OF THE OTHE~ 
END OF THIS WIRE AND THE END OF THE 
TRANSVERSE WIRE WAS MEASURED BY 
AMES 01AL5 THAT READ IN UNITS OF 
.0001 INCHES AS SHOWN IN fiG • .44. 









FIG. 40 CuRING SLABS 
GAGE WERE SOLDE~EO. THE GAGf IN #I 
SLAB WAS USED AS A CO~PENS~TING GAGE 
Fee;. 41 MEt-SURING REsis-
TANCE OF GAGE 
FOR THE TESTING OF' ALL. OF' THE OTHER 
S L A B S , AN 0 T HE C ft C. E 0 F :· ~ I 0 S LA 8 'II AS 
USED AS A CO~PENSATING CAGE FOR TEST-
I~C. #II sL,aH. THE SR-4 GAGE AND cov-
~ENSATI~G GAGE WERE HOOkED UP TO THE 
ANDERSON STRAIN METER AS SHOWN I~ 
Ftc. 45 AND THE CIRCUIT ZEROED BY THE 
ADJUSTMENT SCREWS ON TOPo (SEE SR-~ 
STRAIN GAGES PAGE 70). 
THE LOAD WAS APPLIED AT A CON-




500 ~OUND INCREMENT UP TO JUST BELOW 
THE YIELD POI~T. THE LOAOf NG WAS 
DROPPED BACK TO ZERO AND T4E SAME 
PROCEOURE ~E~EATEO. THE LOAD W.'S 
AGAIN DROPPED TO ZERO AND THE SAME 
PROCEOURE REPEATED• THI3 TIME CON-
TINUINC THE LOAD UNTIL THE WI~E 
FAILED. THE STRAIN~ETER WAS READ 
AND ~ECORDED ~FTER EACH RUN AND THE 
Ft c . 43 ~EASURING SLIP 
STRAIN~ETER READJUSTED TO 7ERO READ- OF lOAD ~ IRE 
I N G • T~IS PROCEDURE WAS FOLLOWED FPR 
ALL 12 SLAB S . 
THE DATA FROU THESE TESTS ARE 
GIVEN IN TtaBLES 12 TO 27. T t> .8 L E s I C) • 
19, 23, AND 27 ARE CONSOLIDATED RES-
~ E C T I VEL Y F R 0 M THE A B 0 V E U EN T . t 0 N E 0 
TABLES .AND FROM THESE GR.APHS 6, 7, 
8, AND 9 WERE PLOTTED. 
44 MEASUR-
ING SLIP OF 
0TH!R PROTRUDING W tRES 
f t1 II 
If (~ II 
:I fl II 
..il ___ _jL __ _ lL 
-p--Jl---tr 
jl ;~J 5 R-4 :: 
i . II II II 
5LAB..5 





tl II II 
tl It 11 
II 11 II 
lL- _lL_- _u_ 
Tr-- ll---fl 
tl .. :\ 







tl I 'I 11 It . I 
I I - " " t' . It I 4=-==-~~~~-:k 
I <lP tl 
..,..---+-....a.,l,---.- II 5 R-4 II 
' It II 'f t1 
II :I tl 
II 1 I II 
. II ,, II 
.SLABS 






DATA: SLAB No. I PouttEO 0CTOBEft 20• 1951 
WtftE # 00 SHAlLOW PUlLED NOYEMBEft 17• 1951 
StZE 15xl2x3 
- - --
AUES--0tALS I N INCHES X ro-- 3 
lOAD SR-4 ~- LOWE~t 
~ • S • I • ~I C ItO- ,. ... ' . . ,...... ' 
. Las. l<lftS f N • ttttS ,.ltONT "EAit I AVE. SIDE TOft 
0 0 0 0 : 0 0 0 0 -·n 
500 5.8 0 0 0 I o.s 0 0 
1-000 I I • 6 40 a • 2 0 2 I • 0 ; 0 0 
1500 17.5 80 2.5 2 l I • 5 0 0 
2000 23.3 140 4.5 4 I 2.5 0 · o 
2500 .--' 2R • 0 250 8 .. o 6 I 3.5 0 0 
3000 34.9 370 I I • 8 8 I 4.5 0 O · 
3500 40.7 520 16.5 t 0 2 6.0 0 0 . 
4000 46.5 660 21 • 0 12 2 7.0 0 0 
0 0 170 0 0 0 ·o 0 0 
0 0 0 0 5 6 4.5 0 0 
500 5.8 90 2.9 0 7 3.5 0 0 
1000 t ' • 6 210 6.7 
-· 
6 2.5 0 0 
1500 17.5 330 10.5 I 6 3.5 0 0 
2000 23.3 390 12.4 3 6 4.5 0 0 
2500 28.0 430 13.7 5 6 5.5 0 · · ·O 
3000 34.9 4BO 15.2 6 6 6.0 0 0 
3500 40.7 520 16.5 7 6 6.5 0 0 
4000 46.5 590 18.8 9 6 7.5 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
500 5.8 130 4. I 0 I 0.5 0 0 
1000 I I • 6 250 8.0 I I 1.0 0 0 
1500 17.5 380 I 2. I 2 3 ?.5 0 0 
2000 23.3 460 14.6 3 4 3.5 0 0 
2500 28.0 510 16.2 4 4 4. o· 0 0 
3000 34.9 560 17.A 4 5 4.5 0 0 
3500 40.7 590 18.A 6 5 5.5 0 0 
4000 46.5 650 20.7 7 6 6.5 0 0 
4500 52.4 740 23.5 9 6 7.5 0 0 
5000 58.2 870 27.6 12 6 9.0 0 0 
5500 64 .o 1090 34.9 16 6 I I • 0 0 0 
6000 69.7 13?.0 4~.0 24 4 14.0 0 0 
6 .500 75.6 1540 49 .o 34 3 IA.5 0 0 
6580 76.5 1620 5' • 6 35 7 21 • 0 0 0 
0 0 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- A"EA • .086 ,,. 2 ·cou,.ENSATtNc G~c£- II 
RESISTANCE • 1;10 OHMS 6 TE"MIN~L - 14 l£AKACE • 40 OHMS +10-
48 
.. 
DATA: SLAa No. 2 
WIRE # 00 SHALLOW 
LOAO SR-4 
T~iLE 
... s ••• M1c11te- ~ ••• J • 
Las. ka.-s IN • 
0 0 0 
50.0 5.8 120 
1000 I I • 6 140 · 
1500 17.5 160 
2000 23.3 180 
2500 28.0 210 
3000 34.9 290 
3500 40.7 430 
4000 46.5 580 
0 0 200 
0 0 0 
500 5.8 20 
1000 I I • 6 130 
1500 17'.5 220 . 
2000 23.3 280 
2500 28.0 320 
3000 34.9 360 
350.0 40.? 410 
4000 46.5 480 
0 0 -10 
0 0 0 
500 5.8 I 0 
1000 I I ~ 6 120 
1500 17.5 290 
2000 23.3 360 
25'00 28.0 41{) 
3000 34.9 450 
3500 40.7 490 
4000 46.5 540 
4500 52.4 650 
5000 58.2 910 
5500 64.0 I 190 
6000 69.7 1500 
6500 75 .. 6 2410 
6580 76.5 2610 
0 0 190 
A•EA • .OA6 tN. 2 
REataTANCE • I~ OHUS-6 
LEA~AoE • 40 eMus +tO 
k .... 
0 



















. 0 .. 
.3 
3 •. (J 
9.2 

















POURED 0CT08Eit 20, 195 I 
PULLED NOVEMBER 17, t951 
Saz£ 15xl2x3 
A.-Es--DtALS I N INCHES X 10~ 
lOWE It 
FRONT REAR AY~. SIDE To.-
. . 
0 0 0 0 0 
I I I • 0 0 () 
I 2 I • 5 0 · 0 
I 4 2.5 0 0 
I 5 3.0 0 ·0 
I 6 3.5 0 0 
I 7 4.0 0 o·. 
' 9 s.o 0 ·o 
I I I 6.0 . o·· 0 
0 2 0 0 ·o 
0 0 0 0 0 
2 4 3.0 0 0 
2 6 4.0 0 0 
2 7 4.5 0 0 
2 8 s.o 0 0 
2 10 6.0 0 ·0 
2 I I 6.5 0 ·o 
2 I I 6.5 0 0 
2 12 7.0 , 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 I 0.5 0 0 
0 3 I • 5 0 0 
0 5 2.6 0 0 
0 6 3.0 0 0 
0 e 4.0 0 0 
0 9 4.5 0 0 
0 I 0 5.0 0 0 
0 I I 5.5 0 0 
0 12 6.0 0 0 
0 16 e.o 0 .o 
0 17 e.5 o· 0 
0 28 14.0 0 0 
2 36 17.0 0 0 
15 85 50.0 ·0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
Cou~ENSATINC GAQE • I I · 






DATAZ SLAB No. 3 
Wt~E # 00 SHALLOW 
.. 
LOAD ·sR-4 
... s ••• , Mec~o- fit. s ••• 
Las. ki'S I N • 1( .... 
0 0 0 0 
' · 500 5.8 . 30 ·:.: .. 9· 
1000 I I • 6 t,AO 5.~ 
1500 17.5 340 I 0 .·J 
2000 2 ... 3 470 15.0 
2500 2R.O 590 lA. I 
3000 34.9 640 20·.·4 
3500 40.7 700 22.3 
4000 46.5 750 23.8 
0 0 10 0 
0 0 0 0 
500 5.8 t 0 3 
1000 I t • 6 290 9 ·.2' 
1500 17.5 370 I t· .-A·· 
2000 23.3 510 16 -~' 
2500 28.0 600 19:. I· 
3000" 34 ~9 660 21 .0· 
3500 4.0. 7 710 22.6 
4000 46.5 760 24.2 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
500 5.8 30 ·.9 
1000 I I • 6 230 7.3 
. 1500 17.5 440 14.0 
2000 23.3 540 17-.2 
2500 28.0 640 20.4 
3000 34.9 700 22--.3 
3500 40.7 7 .. 0 23.5 
4000 46.5 780 24 -.5 
4500 52.4 840 26.8 
5000 58.2 940 29.9 
5500 64.0 1050 33.5 
6000 69.7 1220 39.0 
6500 75.6 1430 45.6 
6580 76.5 1540 49.0 
0 0 30 0 
A~EA • .OA6 IN 2 
R E S I a T AN C £ • ·. ai ___ 0 0 "'- S _ 6 
LEAICACl£ •:&:0~ ~--· +10 
.. 
Pou~Eo OcToa£.t: 20. 1951 
PuLLED NovEueE .. ·a7. 1951 
SIZE 15xl2x3 , ... 
AUE s--0 I AL S I N ,·.,crt£ s X 10:_ 3 
LOWER 
fRONT REAR AVE. 
_ ... ,~. 
aa·: E TOP 
"'~ 
' 
0 0 0 ()\ 
' I 2 I • 5 0\ 
2 4 3.0 o . 
2 6 4.0 0 
2 8 5.0 0 
2 I 0 6.0 0 
2 I I 6.5 0 
. •r• 2 13 7.5 . . ·'o:--:. 
.. ,. 
r · . 2 14 e.o :.:- ..... ;g _·:·::· • 
. ~:7· .< 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
I I I. 0 0 
I 3 2.0 . o· 
0 5 2.5 0 
0 8 4.0 0 
0 9 4. 5- .· .. 0 
0 I 0 5.0 0 
0 12 6.0 0 
0 13 6.5 ! o · 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I .5 0 
0 :3 I • 5 0 
0 6 3.0 0 
0 7 3.5 0 
0 9 
.. - ~ .• 5 0 
0 I f 5.5 0 
0 12 6.0 0 
0 13 6.5 0 
0 14 7.0 0 
0 16 R.O 0 
I ?0 10.5 0 
3 25 14.0 0 
5 34 19.5 o· 
I 3A 19.5 0 
0 0 0 0 
couPE•s•T••~ GAc:£ - :ra 







































WI~E fr 00 SHALLOW SIZE 15xl2x3 
-------·r----- 0 I ~LS AUES I N INCHES 
LOAD SR-411 
-3 
P.s.t. P.s.t. xiO 
I< IPS I< IPS LOWE fit SlOE TOP 
-1---· 
0 0 0 0 0 
5.A I • 8 0.5 0 0 
I I • 6 6.3 
' • 3 0 0 
17.5 I I • 8 2.7 0 0 
23.3 14.4 3.3 0 0 
2A.O 16.5 4.2 0 0 
3<4.9 I 8 • I 4.R 0 0 
40.7 19.3 5.5 0 0 
46.5 20.8 6.2 0 0 
52.4 23.6 b.B 0 0 
58.2 28. 8_ 8.3 0 0 
64.0 35.5 10.0 0 0 
69.7 43.0 14.0 0 0 
75.6 57. I I A. 5 0 0 
MAX · 6 I • 3 30.2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
CkJ~at ]taJh. M09 <S 
§ JlG1\.JbJ- 11 a~ s;: .:B 
or q «l ().,J 
.J 
GRAPHS 
SLABS I, 2 & 3 
Stz£ 15xt2x3'' 























BONO BELOW SR-4 2 15/16 ••• 
0 
52 
0 20 40 .60 
STttAIN '" ··~· 
· ·<r·l. . ~oos .oto .ots 
c:.tOM~~TtO• t .. CM£8 
DATA: SLAB No. 4 
Wt~E # 2 SH,.LLow · 
T,l8LE 
LOAD SR-4 
IP.s.e. Mtc•o- P.s~• • Las. I I< , P s IN_ • . · I( IP$ 
- .. 
0 0 0 o· 
500 7.4 I 5 - .5 
.• 000 18.4 30 . • 9 
.1.-500. 27.7 85 -2.7 
2000 37.0 22-0 7.0 
2500 .46.? 4·40 14.0 
0 o· 270 ' o· 
0 0 0 ;· () .. 
500 7.4 I 0 .3 
- I 000 18~5 80 2.~-
.I 500 27.7 _130 4. J .. 
2000 37~0. 1.80 5 ~ 7·· .. 
2500 46.2 260 
-8 ·~ -
0 0 ··o- . o· 
0 0 0 0 ·• 
500 7.4 7 .2 
I 0'00 18.5 160 5. I 
.. 1500 27.7 210 6.7 .· 
2000 "37 .o.' 260 .8_.'3 
16 
Pou·RED OCTOBER 20. 1951 




I It I fiCHE$ X 10 
_LOWE" 
FRONT I REAR AVE. SlOE TOP 
.. 
• ~ 
0 .. 0 0 0 0 
5 4 4.5 0 0 
e ·-.--5 o.s · 0 0 
12 6 9.0 0 0 
15 6 10.5 , 0 0 
'a· 6 12.0 0 0 
II 7 0 0 () 
0 0 0 0 0. 
-' 
•  
0 .5 0 0 
,. 
"3 0 I .5 0 0 
5 0 2 ·. 5 o· 0 
6 0 . ' 3•0 0 .. 0 
8 0 4.0 0 o · 
0 ·o 0 . . 0 0 
.. . 
0 - . 0 0 0 0 
.I 0 .5 . .-0 0 -
3 0 - I .5 0 0 .. 
.. 6 0 . . 2.5 0 0_ 
. ... . 
6 0 3 •. o 0 ·o· 
. 8 0 0 2500 . 46~2 340 ·· ·-~ ro ... s ·- .. 0 4.0 
.. . 
3'000 55~5 . 500-~ · t·;s :~ - 9 · 
3500 64.6 ·720 2-2~ . 9_·_ 
4-QOO 74.0 1030 ' ~2 ;.a · 
4145 76.4 1 160 · _37 .o · 
0 · ' 0 40 0 
" 
' . -2 
AREA • .054 IN..4 
R E S f S T A M C E . • t~JiO _ 0 H U :~ 0 . LEAKA~E • _40 OHMS + .10 . 
" 
tt 0 4.0 0 
10 0 5.0 0 
17 0 8.5 ·o· 
31 0 15.5 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
co~~EN.ATt~Q GA~E- 11 







0 AT A: SLAB N 0 • 5 
Wt~E # 2 SHALLOW 
LOAD SH-4 
a-. 8. I • Mtc.-o- ....... 
~-,Las. KIPS .... kta-a 
0 0 0 :o 
500 '1.4 10 .3 
1000 18.5 20 ~6 
1500 2T.T 70 2.2 
2000 37.0 210 6.7 
2500 46.2-- 380 t 2'. I 
0 0 180 -o 
0 0 0 ·o 
500 7.4 eo 2.5_ 
1000 18.5 140 4.5 
15.00 27.7 170 5.4 
2000 37.0 210 6.? 
2500 46.2 260 8.3 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
500 7.4 ..... "'->:fl - w--- , . 
1000 18.5 4-5b l4;.J 
1500 27.7 510 16-.2 
2000 37.0 5_80 ·~.4 
2500 46.2 640 20.4 
3000 55.5 ' 690 · 21.9 
3500 64.6 800 25.4 
4000 74.0 960 ' 30.2 
4430 81 .6 t'220 38.9 
0 0 . 20' 0 
AREA • .054 tt1,2 
RESISTANCE • 1fP ONUS __ - · 
LEA« ACE • I 000·· o .. us + 1.0•6 
POURED 0CT08ER 20• 1951 
PULLED NovEMBER 17; 1951 
Stz£ 15xl2x3 
IAM«•--DIALS •• INCHES X I0-
3 
Le·wE• 
F"ltONT REA a AVE_. SlOE 
,-· 
0 0 0 0-
2 I 1.5 0 
• 
I 1.0 . 0 
I 3 2.0 0 
I 5 3.0 0 
I 8 4.5 0 
0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 · o 
0 2 a.o 0 
0 3 1.5 0 
0 5 2.5 0 
0 6 3.0 0 
I ., 4.0 0 
I I --_. 0 0 
-· 0 0 0 t) 
--- 1' : ~ -_o . q:: .. 0 
3- 0 I . -5 o. 
5 ·o 2.5 0 
. ,_7 __ 
·o 3.5 0 
t ·CJ·-' 0 s.o 0 
12 0 6.0 o-
14 0 7.0 -o 
17 I -g .o ·0 
28 2 15.0 0 
0 0 0 0 




























... , _ 
54 
TABLE 
DATA: SLAB No. 6 
. Wt~E ~ 2 SHALLOW 
LOAD SR-4 
a-. S • I • .., I C P O-
... s ~ · · · · Las. t<tPS t ... KlPS 
0 0 0 0 
500 7.4 20 .6 
1000 18.5 30 .9 
1500 27.7 100 3.2 
2000 37 •. o ,250 s. o ~ 
2500 46~2 
-450 14.3 
0 0 220 - o 
0 0 0 0 
500 7.4 .. 80 2.5 
1000 18.5 170 5.4 
150·0 27.7 220 7 .o -· 
2000 37.0 260 8 .'3 
2500 46.2 ' 320 10.2 
0 0 0 . 0 
0 0 .o ,. 0 
500 7.4 roo .3.2_·. 
1000 18.5 230 7'.3 
1500 27.7 280 8 .• 9 
2000 37.0 320 · 10.2 
2500 46.2 370 .•. •• 8 
3000 55.5 520 ' 16.5 
3500 64.6 720 ' 22 ·.9 
4000 74.0 990 3 t .4 
4405 81 .3 1280 40 ·.8 
0 0 80 0 
A " E A - ·• 0 54 • H • 2 
RES J s '1 A~ c E • · I 20 0 H US 




P~UftED OcTOBEft 20. 1951 
. PuLLED NovEMBER 17. 195'1 
Stz£ 15xl2x3 
h-UE.s-.;..0 I AL S I N INCHES . -3 xJO 
LOWER 
FRONT It E A' R AVE. SIC£ TOP 
. . 
·-
0 0 . 0 0 
0 2 I • 0 0 
2 5 . 3-..5 0 
2 8 . 5.0 0 
3 I I 7.0 0 
· 3 14 8.5 0 
I 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 3 I • 5 0 
I 6 ' 3.5 o . 
I 9 s ·. o .. 0 
2 I I 6.5 0 
2 13. 7.5 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 4 2.0 0 
I 7 4.0 o · 
2 9 5~· 5 0 · 
2 I I : 6. 5 0 
2 13 7.5 0 
2 16 9.0 0 
2 20 1 r. o 0 
2 ' 26 14.0 0 
7 34 20.5 0 
0 0 0 0 
---~ 
CoWPENSATING GAGE - I I 





























CONSOLJDATION OF SLABS 4• 5• AND 6 
AVEttACE VALUES 
Wt~E # 2 SHALLOW SIZE 15xl2x3 
AUES Ot ALS IN INCHES 
LOAD SR-4 
-3 
p ••••• P • S • I .. · XIO 
KtPI kt,.s LOWER SIDE TOP 
0 0 0 0 0 
7.4 I • 7 1.0 0 0 
18.5 8.9 2.3 0 0 
27.? 10.9 3.5 0 0 
37.0 12.3 4.3 0 0 
46.2 14.3 5.5 0 0 .. 
55.5 I 8. I 6.3 0 0 
64.6 23.7 ' 7.7 0 0 
74.0 31.5 10.5 0 0 
MAX 38.9 17.0 0 ·o 
0 0 0 0 0 
Ch-Jraa ]tvJh ~09 71 
§Xalkl~ ~ • .!f>~ cG 
GRAPHS 
SLABS 4• 5 &. 6 
StzE 15xl2x3" 
















BoNo BE~o• SR-4 2 ·7/8 tN. 
·o 
57 
ST~AIN IN KIPS 
0 • 005 . • 0 I 0 • 0 I 5 
ELCNG~TION INCHES 
T~BLE 20 
D~TA: SLAB No. 7 
Wt~E f 00 SHALLOW 
LOAD SR-4 
~.s.e. MICitO- ~ • s • t • 
Las. I<I~S .... 
0 0 0 
500 5.8 0 
1000 I I • 6 I 0 
1500 17.5 10 
2000 23.3 20 
2500 28.0 - 80 
3000 34.9 180-
3500 40.7 320 
4000 .6.5 450 
0 0 ISO 
0 0 0 
500 5.8 
1000 I I • 6 150 
1500 17.5 240 
2000 23.3 290 
2500 2B.O 330 
3000 34.9 360 
3500 40.7 390 
4000 46.5 430 
0 0 -10 
0 0 0 
500 s.e 20 
1000 I I • 6 200 
1500 17.5 300 
2000 23.3 3t>O 
2500 28.0 390 
3000 34.9 420 
3500 40.7 440 
~000 46.5 480 . 
4500 52.4 530 
5000 58.2 640 
5500 64.0 800 
6000 69.7 1080 
6500 75.6 1460 
6580 76.5 1900 
0 0 190 
AREA • .086 IH. 2 

















I 1 • 2 







I I • 2 











PouRED OcTOBER 20. 1951 
PuLLED NovEUBER 17. 1951 
SIZE 15xl4x3 
AMES--DIALS I w INCHES xiO 
·--roWE It 
-3 
FRONT It E_ ~ R AYE. SIDE TO~ 
. - - 0 0 0 0 
4 -I I • 5 0 
. . 6 -2 2.0 0 
7 
-2 . ~ 2.5 0 
.. 9 
-3 3.0 0 
I 0 
-2 4.0 0 
12 _, s.s. 0 
14 0 7.0 0 
. · as I a.o 0 
-I 5 2.0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-. (. 0 
':" '~ 
3 0 I. 5 0 
5 I 3.0 0 
5 2 3.5 0 
6 2 4.0 0 
7 3 5.0 0 
8 4 6.0 0 
9 5 7.0 0 
-3 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-2 3 .5 0 
-I 5 2.0 0 
0 6 3.0 0 
0 7 3.5 0 
I I 0 5.5 o · 
2 I 0 6.0 0 
2 I I 6.5 0 
3 I I 7.0 0 
3 13 8.0 0 
3 I 5 9.0 0 
3 19 I I • 0 0 
4 25 14.5 0 
I 40 20.5 0 
-· 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Co u ~ENs~ T 1 N e G ~ c E - I I 






































DATA: SLAB No. e 
Wt~E # 00 SHALLOW 
·-
Le.AD SR-~ 
~ ..... MtCIIO- · - ~ ..... 
Les. "·~· t ... ~<•~·- ·, 
0 0 0 ... ··-a :.-. 
50() 5.8 20 .6 · 
a o·oo I I • 6 20 .6 
1500 17.5 20 .& 
2000 23.3 30 .9 
2500 28.0 50 .•• 5 
3000 34.9 140 ·4.3' . 
3500 40.7 260 . B • t 
4000 46.5 390 12 • . t · 
0 0 230 o· 
·o 0 0 .o 
500 s.a 160 5.0 
1000 I f • 6 t 60 s.o 
1500 17.5 I 60 ' s.o 
2000 23.3 160 s.o 
2-500 28.0 170 s:.~3 
30&0 34.9 190 5,9 · 
Pouw£o OcTo&E~t 20. 1951 
PULL EO Nov £U8E" 17• I 951 
Stz£ 15x14x3· 




f"aO · .. T REAR AY~. St .D£ T-~ 
·' 
; 0 0 0 ·0 . ·. :{) ', 
0 0 0 0 . ;,a,-~. 
. ' I I I .o 0 o· 
I I 1.0 0 0 
I 3 2.0 0 0 
2 ... 3.0 ·0 ·0 
.. 
3 · s 4.0 0 .0 .. 
••• v 
. :-~ 5 6 s.s o··. . ' i) 
7 6 6.5 0 ~ .. (f.: 
0 2 0 0 "Q 
0 0 0 0 0 
2 5 3.5 . 0 0 
2 5 3.5 0 o· 
.. 2 5 3.5 0 o · 
2 5 3.5 . 0 0 ' 
2 6 .. ... o 0 o· 
2 9 5.5 ·0 0 
3500 40.7 220 
· ··l' .. . ~:- 3 9 6.0 0 ()-
400.0 380 
.. 
. _ ·l . f~A . 46.5 
-·; ~·.:: -~-o · 
· 0 0 0 . . ~~ 
0 ·o 0 . 0 
500 5.8 220 6.-8 
1000 I I • 6 220 6.8 
1500 17.5 220 .6.8 
2000 23.3 240 . 7.:5 
2500 28.0 260 ·s. 1 
3000 34.9 280 8.1 
3500 40.7 300 .. 9 .3 
4000 46.5 330 . 10.2 
4500 52.4 410 
500.0 58.2 550 
5500 64.0 710 
6000 69.7 890 
6500 75.6 I 160 
6580 76.5 1360 
0 0 TO 
AREA • .086 Itt~ 
RE8tSTANCE • l OMV. 














4 10 7.0 ·0 
0 o. ·o 
• . 
0 
0 0 0 :o 
-I 4 1.5 0 
·o 4 2~0 0 
I 4 2.5 9-
I 5 3.0 · 0 
2 5 3.5 0 
2 6 4.0 0 
3 7 s.o 0 
... 
., 5.5 0 
5 8 6.-5 0 . 
9 8 8~5 : 0 
13 8 10.5 0 
19 7 13.0 . . 0 
24 12 18.0 0 
37 24 30.5 0 
0 0 0 0 
C 0 M P·«te S AT I .. Q G A C E - I t . 





















0 AT A: St.. A B N 0 • 9 




Las. 1(,,. IN • 
0 0 -o 
500 5.8 0 
1000 I t ~ 6 10 
1500 17.5 10 
2000 23.3 20 
2500 28.0 20 
3000 34.9 30 
3500 40.7 40 
4000 4t:.5 80 
0 0 40 
0 0 0 
500 5.8 10 
•ooo I I e.6 10 
1500 17.5 20-
2000 23.3 30 . 
2500 28.0 40 
3000 34.9 - 40 
3500 40.-7 50 
4000 46.5 eo 
0 0 20 
0 0 0 
500 5.8 0 
1000 1 I • 6 20 
1500 17.5 30 
2000 23.3 40 
250'0 28.0 .. . 50 
3000 34.9 60 
3500 40.7 70 
4000 46.5 80 
4500 52.4 130 
5000 58.2 220 
5500 64 .o 350 
bOOO 69.7 510 
6500 75.6 750 
6 _580 76.~ BOO 
0 0 0 




















-_) :· •. a . 
--.f. 5 -
__ ·.- ;2 -. 5 
.··· .c.g 
. . 
_: - ~ ·o -
-.. .. ~-
-.o 
. • 6 
.. . 
_.9 
. :' -.2 











Rt:SISTANCI - IJO OHMS .- -6 
LEAKAGE • 3000 ' o .. ua +11) 
.. 
Pou~EO 0CTOBE~ 20• t951 
PULLED NOVEM8EIIt 17• 1951 
SIZE 15xl4x3 
~MEa--DIALS t N I II C H-t S X -3 1··0 --- -
LOWE lit 
--








0 0 0 o·--
0 0 0 . --o 
-. 
2 0 I • 0 0 
9 -2 3.5 ·o 
I I 
-2 4.5 0 · 
.13 
-3 s.o - 0 
I 5 -3 6.0 0 
17 
-4 6.5 0 -
19 -4 7 .5· - - ~.: -
6 .;.e 0 ·-o. 
- 0 ·o 0 ·- o. 
0 •• .5 '() 
I I I . -0· ·o-. 
2 I I • 5 0 -
4 I 2 •. s 
-0: 
5 .I 3.0 - ~ --
6 I - 3.5 -o -· 
7 ·J . 4~0 : tf _·- : 
8 I -4.5 '1) -; , 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I .s 0 . 
I 2 1.5 0 _ 
2 2 2.0 0 
3 2 2.5 ·a· 
4 2 3.0 &-
5 2 3.5 0 
6 2 4.0 0 
7 2 4.5 .o 
8 3 5.5 0 
tO 4 7.0 0 
13 • 8.5 0 21 2 I I • 5 ·o . 
35 4 I 9. 5 0 
45 7 26.0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Cou~ENSATING GAGE- I I 









































CoNSOLIDATION 0~ SLABS 7. e. ANO 9 
AVEitACE VALUES 
WtRE # 00 SMALLOW SIZE 15xl4x3 
AU£8 DIAL IN IN CM E S 
LOAD SR-4 
I0-3 P.s.t. ~ • S • I • X 
I(·~· Kt~tS LOWE It SIDE TO~ 
0 0 0 0 0 
5.8 2.5 o.a 0 0 
I I .6 4.5 I • 2 .. . 0 0 
17.5 5.7 .. 2.5 0 0 
23.3 6.6 3.0 0 0 
28.0 7.2 4.0 0 0 
34.9 7.9 4.5 0 0 
40.7 8.4 ·5.2 0 0 
46.5 9.3 _5 .? 0 0 
52.4 I I • 0 6.? 0 0 
58.2 14.5 8.2 0 0 
64.0 19.2 10.0 0 0 
69.7 25.7 13.0 0 0 
75.6 34.9 19.3 0 0 
MAX 42.0 28.3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
(G ]f'l ii\.]tulh ~49 8 80 
§]la.J~~ 71,8 ~g) 
{
ZERO READINCS 








SLABS 7• ~ & 9 
SIZE 15x14x3" 

















BONO BELOW SR-4 4 15/16" 
0 
62 
STRAIN IN ICI~S 
0 20 40 60 
0 .oos .oro .015 
ELONGATION INCHES _ 
-TABLE 24 
0 AT A: SL A 8 N 0. I 0 
Wt~E f 00 SH~LLOW 
--
LOAD 
~ ..... Ue c••-
Las. ki~S '~ . 
0 0 0 
500 5.8 0 
1000 I I • 6 0 
1500 17.5 0 
2000 _23 .3 0 
2500 28.0 0 
3000 34.9 0 
3500 40.7 0 
4000 46.5 ~ I 0 
o · 0 0 
0 0 0 
500 5.8 0 
1000 I I • 6 0 
• 500 17.5 0 
2000 23.3 0 
2500 28.0 0 
3000 34.9 1·0 
3500 40.7 10 
4000 46.5 10 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
500 5.8 0 
IOQO I I • 6 0 
1500 17.5 0 
2000 23.3 0 
2500 28.0 0 
3000 34.9 I 0 
3500 40.7 10 
4000 46.5 I 0 
4500 52.4 10 
5000 58.2 10 
5500 64.0 20 
6000 69.7 20 
6500 75.& 30 
6580 76.5 40 
0 0 0 
SR-4 
~ ·• s ••• 
kt~• 
o · 


































I • 2 
0 
A1t£A • .086 IN. 2 
RESISTANCE • 110 OHUS b 
LEAkAGE • IOOO , oMua +10-
POURED 0CTOIIE~ 20. 1951 
PULLED NOVEM&E~ 17• 1951 
SIZE 15xl8x3 
AMES--DIALS IN INCHES xlo- 3 
L •• t:tt 






0 0 0 0 
t 3 2.0 0 
0 4 2.0 0 
0 5 2.5 0 
0 6 3.0 0 
0 7 3.5 0 
0 9 4.5 0 
0 10 5.5 0 
0 12 6.0 o· 
0 4 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 2 I • 0 0 
0 3 I • 5 0 
0 4 2.0 0 
0 5 2.5 0 
0 10 s.o 0 
0 I I 5.5 0 
0 13 6.5 0 
0 14 7.0 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I .5 0 
0 2 I • 0 b 
0 4 2.0 0 
.. 0 5 2.5 0 
0 6 3.0 0 
0 7 3.5 0 
0 _8 4.0 0 
0 8 4.0 0 
0 10 5.0 0 
0 13 6.5 0 
0 15 7.5 0 
0 19 9.5 0 
I 24 12.5 0 
4 34 19.0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Cou~ENSATING GACE- II 






































DATA: SLAB No. II 
WIRE # 00 SHaLLOW 
TABLE 
LOAD SR-4 
..... ' . MtCitO- .. ..... 
25 
POURED 0CT88£~ 20. 1951 
PuLLED NovE .. BER 17. 1951 
StzE 15xl8x3 
· A .. Ea--DIALS IN tlfCHES X eo-3 
LOWE It 
. Las. t<tttS 'Ill • I( ·• Its FltOIIT ~ £ A'R AVE. SlOE TOft 
0 0 0 .0 . 
509 s.e 0 0 '• 
a.oo·o I I • 6 0 ' . ·o 
.1500 17.5 0 0 
'2000 23.3 0 0 , . 
2500 28.0 0 ·o 
3000 34.9 0 0 
3500 40.7 I 0 .3 ; 
"4·000 46.5 I 0 .3 
0 0 0 o. 
0 0 0 0 
500 s.a 0 0 .. · 
1000 I I • 6 0 0 
1500 17.5 10 .3 . 
2·000 23.3 tO .3 
2500 28.0 I 0 ~3< ' 
3000 34.9 10 .3 
3500 40.7 10 .3 
4000 46.5 I 0 .3 I 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 .0 0 
500 5.8 0 0 
1000 I I • 6 0 0 
1500 17.5 I 0 .3 
2000 23.3 10 .3 
2500 28.0 I 0 .3 
3000 34.9 I 0 .3 
3500 40.7 tO .3 
4000 46.5 10 ·.3 
4500 52.4 I 9 .3 
5000 58.2 20 .6 
5·500 64.0 20 .6 
bOOO 69.7 20 ·.6 
6500 ,5.6 30 ·.9 
6580 76.5 40 • .• 2 
0 0 0 
AREA • .086 .... 2 
RESISTANCE • ljp OHMS _ 6 





. . . 
0 0 0 · 0 
t 4 2.5 0 
5 6 5.5 0 
5 ., 6.0 0 
·4 8 6.0 0 
3 9 6 .• 0 0 
3 9 6.0 0 
I 10 5.5 0 
I I I 6.0 0 
-· 
2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-3 4 .5 0 
-2 4 I • 0 ·• · 0 
_, 5 2.o··>4 · 0 
0 5 2.5 0 
0 5 2~5 0 
0 5 2.5 0 
I 6 3.5 0 
2 6 4.0 0 
I 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I .s 0 
I 
' 
I • 0 0 
2 I I • 5 0 
3 I 2.0 0 
2 3 2.5 0 
3 3 3.0 0 
4 3 3.5 0 
5 3 4.0 0 
7 3 5.0 0 
10 3 6.5 0 
14 3 e·. s 0 
20 0 10.0 0 
32 -4 14.0 0 
35 -2 16.5 0 
0 0 0 0 
-· 
COUPE.SATINC GAG£ - 10 







































0 AT A: SL A 8 N 0. 12 




~ • a • I • ~eetto- ~.s.i. 
• Las. t<e.-a I N • f<IIJS 
·o 0 0 0 
500 5.8 0 0 
1000 I I • 6 0 0 
1500 17.5 0 0 
2000 23.3 10 e3 
2500 28.0 I 0 .3 
3000 34.9 I 0 .3 
3500 40.7 I 0 .3 
4000 46.5 20 .o 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
500 5.8 0 0 
1000 I I • 6 I 0 .3 
1500 17.5 I 0 .3 
2000 23.3 I 0 ·.3 . 
25(}0 28.0 I 0 .3 
3000 34.9 20 .6 
350Q· 40.7 20 ~6 
4000 4b.5 20 .6 
0 0 10 0 
0 0 0 0 
500 5.8 0 0 
1000 I I • 6 0 0 
1500 17.5 0 .' 0 
2000 23.3 0 0 
2500 28.0 0 I 0 
3000 34.9 I C .3 
3500 40.7 I 0 .3 
4000 46.5 I 0 .3 
4500 52.4 20 .6 
5000 58.2 50 I • 6 
5500 64.0 90 2.8 
6000 69.7 160 5.0 
6500 75.6 260 e • 1 
6580 76.5 360 •.. , .2 
0 0 I 0 0 
2 
A R E A • • 0 R 6 I II L _ · 
R E S I S T A N C E • I ''iJO 0 M M S 6 LEAKA~E • 200 eMUS +10- . 
26 
. POURED OCTOBER 20• 1951 
PULLED NOVEMaEft 12• 1951 
SIZE 15xt8x3 
--
AMES--DIALS IN INCHES X I0-3 
Lo•E• 
FRONT REAR AVE. SIDE TOf' 
0 0 0 - '>t) 
2 0 I • 0 0 
4 0 2.0 0 
6 0 3.0 0 
7 0 3.5 0 
9 0 4.5 .0. 
I 0 0 5.0 0 
12 0 6.0 0 
14 0 7.0 0 
-3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 o. 
2 0 I • 0 . o 
4 0 2.0 0 
5 0 2.5 0 
6 0 3.0 0 
7 0 3.5 0 
~ . 0 - 4.0 0 
-3 0 0 '() 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
2 0 I .0 0 
3 0 I • 5 0 
4 0 2.0 0 
5 0 2.5 0 
6 0 3.0 0 
6 0 3.0 0 
7 I 4.0 0 
8 I 4.5 ·0 
10 2 6.0 0 
12 4 3 7.5 0 
I 5 4 9.5 ·0 
18 8 13.0 0 
25 12 IA.5 0 
0 0 0 0 
COMPENSJTt.NC CACE- 11 








































TA8LI . 2'7 
C.eM se-L •. DATI o• . Otr · SL A 8 8 1-0 • I I • AN 0 12 
W t ft£ # 00 S·N ALLOY StZE 15xl8x3 
. , 
~ 
··A•£s l>J AL ... I • Cft'Ea· 
LOA8 SR-4 .. .. ... 
I0-3 ~ ..... .. .. ~ .. 
..,: 
·t X 
KtfiS tc•~· '. ~ t .. ; .. - l.:~·£'ft SlOE TO--
.. • . 
-
0 {"\, ,0 :: ' :~ : :·/ . . ,.. () 0 0 
s.·s 0 >:· :·>...is .-.• ·5 0 ()-
I ·t .6 0 •,, .· .. :.o 0 o· 
17.5 • I 1·. 7 0 0 
23.3 • t 2.2 0 o· 
28.0 • I 2.7 o· 0 
34.9 .·· .3 3.2 0 0 
40.7 .3 :;·3.5 0 0 
46.5 .3 .. •:4.0 0 0 
52.4 . • 4 ; ·s.o 0 0 
58.2 ~·~8 6.3 0 0 
64.0 I· .3 . .7 .8 0 0 
69.7 2.l . 9. 7 0 0 
75.6 3.3 J • • .13 .2 0 0 
--
MAX .•. s · . t7.3 0 0 
0 0 ·"' 0 0 0 




~ALL THE WAV 
.--~-
~ 
~· Cl:~ O...J 
..J 
GftAPHS 
SL A e s I 0 • I I , & I 2 
SIZE 15xl8x3 
W tft£ No 00 SHALLOW 
































a.a . t•C.ttES 
68 
THE SR-4 STRAIN . GAGES AS USED IN 
THI -S I~VESTIG~TION WERE TY~E A-7 UANU-
FACTUREO BY THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE 
ABOUT $2. 15 EACH • 
THE GAGE CONSISTS OF ISO-ELASTIC 
WIRE .001 INCH OIAUETER WRAPPED IN A 
FLAT CORE PAPER. THE ELEMENT IS THEN 
SANDWICHED AETWEEN TWO COVER PAPERS 
FOR PROTECTION AND INSULATION. 
SECURELY CEMENTED TO THE SURFACE T 
ELEMENT WI~L CHANGE ITS RESISTANCE 
WITH THE EXPANSION OR CONTRACTI -ON OF · 
THE SURFACE *HICH FURNISHES AN ACCURATE 
a• E T H 0 0 0 F M E A S U R I H G S T R E S S 0 R S T R A I N • 
THESE ~AGES ARE USED TO MEASURE 
S T A T I C 0 R S L 0 W L V V A R T ut.G S T R A I N S • 
ST~AINS RESULTING FROM IUPACT LOADS 
AND DYNA MIC STRAINS WITH ~RE0UENCIES 
' UP TO 50.000 CYCLES PER SECOND. THEY 
ARE USED IN STUDIES OF METALS, PLASTIC, 
RUBBER 9 WOOD, CONCRETE ANO SOIL. 
T H E Y F U N C T I 0 N S A T I 5 F A C T 0 R -1 t.. Y A T 
TE MPERATURES AS LOW AS -IOQ°F AND 
AN ELECTRIC CURRENT IS PASSED 
THROUGH THE WIRE. CHAN~E OF RESIST-
ANCE OF THE WIRE VARIES WITH THE 
THIS CHANCE OF 
RESISTANCE CHANGES THE POTEN~IAL 
DROP THROUGH THE CA~E. IN THIS CASE 
THE POTENTIAL DROP WAS MEASURED BY 
A WHEA TSTONE BRIDGE WITH A CALVANO-
METER AS SHOWN I N F t~. 47~ FOR 
OTHE~ · APPLICATIOHS AND REQUIREMENTS 
THE SIGNAL MA Y BE AMPLIFIED B Y AN 
ELECTRONIC A¥PLIFIER AND GRAPHIC 
RECORDERS &R OSCILLOG!~.A~H • . 
AN ENL ~ RGED VIEW OF THE GAGE 
IS SHOWN IN ·· FtG. 46. THI~ GAGE 
IS HOO~ED ON ONE SlOE OF THE WHEAT -
STONE 8RIOCE AND A COMPENSATING QAGE 
IS HOOKED IN TO THE OTHER StOE. IN 
ORDER TO HAVE THE COMPENSATING GAGE 
IN AS NEAR THE SA~E SURROUNDINGS AS 
THE MEASURING GAGE , THE CAGE CONTAINED 
I~ ONE OF THE OTHER SLA B S WAS USEO. 
THE ~ESISTANCE AT THE TO~ OF THE 
69 
Ftc. 46 ENLARGED SR-4 
GAGE TYPE A-7 
70 
BRIDGE REPRESE N TS THE ZER O I N G . ~OJUST-
MENTS ON THE ANDERSON STRAt~METER AS 
SHOWN IN fiG. 19, AND THE RESISTANCE 
•T THE BOTTO M REPRESENTS T HE D I AL 
READINGS IN UICRO-INCHES (.000,001 
I NCHES ). THE GAGE FACTOR OF THIS 
STRAI~~ETER WAS 2 .0 5 AND THE GAGE 
FACTOR OF THE CAGES WAS .9 3 . THE 
...3 V bATTERY 
MODU LUS OF E LA ST ICITY OF THE STEEL, 
--t 111-----------
E a 30,000,000. 
8 • STRAIN IN U ICRO INCHES 
S • STRESS IH ~.s.lo 
R • STRAINUETE~ READINGS I~ M ICRO 
INCHES 
THE ST~E'SS FOR MICRO tNCH tS 
S • 8 X E • .000,001 X 30,000,000 • 
30 ~.s.fo 
THUS TO CONVERT THE READIN~S TO STRESS 
INDICA TO~ 
Fl&. 47 WHEATSTONE 
IN THC STEEL BRIDGE 
S • R X 30 ~ 2.05 ~.s.l. 
I. 93 
THIS WILL HOLD FOR ANY VALUES 
THROUCHOUT THE ELASTIC RANCE, A80VE 
THIS, ONE WOULD NEED TO TAKE THE 
STRESS FRO M THE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE 
IN ~.s.t., GRA~H 2 , PAcE 2A. 
I. THE SERRATIONS WERE RE MOVED 
F R 0 M T •1 E W I R E W I T H A F I L E L E A V I N G A 
SMOOTH SURFACE. ftc. 4 8 AND 49. 
2. THE SURFACE WAS CLEANED 
THOROUGHLY WITH ACETONE AND DRIED. 
3. As A S~ECIAL PERCAUTION TO 
~REVENT THE LEADS FRO ~ TOUCHING THE 
WIRE• THUS CAUSI~G LEAKAGE• A PIECE 
OF CIGARETTE PAPER WAS CEMENTED TO 
THE UNO~R SIDE OF THAT PART OF THE 
CAGE COVERING THE LEAD WI~ES• BUT 
NOT COVERING THE RESISTANCE COIL. 
Duco CEMENT WAS USED. Fe~. 50. 
4 • T H E ~ A Q E -. W A S C U R V·E 0 S L I G H T-
LY TO FtT THE CURVETURE OF THE WIRE. 
5. THE SURFACE OF THE WIRE WAS 
COATED THOROUGHLY Wt ·TH 0UCO CEMENT. 
6. IMMEDIATELY THE GAGE WAS 
A~PLIEO AND PRESSED LIGHTLY TO THE 
WlltE. A PIEC E OF CIGARETTE PAPER 
WAS ~LACED OVER THE ~AGE AND A CLAMP 
WITH SPONGE RUBBER PAD PLACED OVER 
THE PAPER. THE CLAUP WAS HELD TIGHT 
LY WITH T HE FINGERS FOR AOOUT A 
MINUTE• THEN RELEASED TO LET 
F ee . 4R 
FI G·. 5 0 
AP P LYI NG PAPE R 
AND Cunv t ~ c 
Ft c . 
WASHE O WIT H AC ETON 
CEME NTED · • T H Du c o 
7 1 
F IL ED 
S M OOT ~ 
CE MEN T AND C L A ~ PEO 
THE ~RESSURE. Ftc. 51. 
7. IN ~OUR OR FIVE HOURS THE 
CLAM~ WAS REMOVED. As UUCH OF THE 
CIGARETTE PAPER AS POSSfRL£ WAS 
R E M 0 v-~ 0 • B E I N G C A R E F" U L N 0 T T 0 D AlA A C E 
THE CAGE. ftc. 52. 
8. THE WIRE WITH THE GAGE ON 
IT WAS KEPT IN A DRY WA~M ~LACE OF 
F I c • 52 G AcE 
9e THE GAGE WAS TESTED WITH SECUREb 
A VAc t uu TUBE VOLTMETER FOR RESIST-
ANCE ACROSS THE CACE (120 OH~S) AND 
ALSO LEAKAGE BETWEEN THE GAGE AND 
I tr T H t S LEA t< ACE WAS .~f; S I T H AN 
f .O_J 0 M t 'C 11.-...o H M S F U It T M E R DRY a N G W A S 
REQUIRED. 
10. THE CAGE 8EINC REAOY FOR 
.ATE~ PROOFING WAS COVERED WITH 
8£ES flAX SV SLOWLY RAtSt~Q THE 
TEMPERATURE TILL THE 8Et~ ' WAX WOULD 
U E L T fl HE H A_. P L I £ D • F I G • ·5_3 • 
I 1 0 A COATf .. C OF "PERUA-TITE" 
WAS A~PLI£D AND LET DRV FOR AN 
HOUR. F I c. 54 o 
12. A SECOND COAT OF P£RUA-
TtTE W~S APPLIED. WHEN THIS BECAME 
TACKY THE WI~ES SHAPED A$ SHOWN IN 
Ftc. 53 WA~£R~PR09FED 




Ftc. 55 ~ IRES SHAPED AND SECURED WITH 
SCOTCH TAPE 
IN Ftc. 55 WERE STUCK TO THE WIRE 
ANO TIED SECURELY WITH STRING. 
1~. THE LEADS FROM THE GAGE 
WERE WOUNO AROUND THE LEAD WIRES 
AND SOLDERED. 
14. THE WHOLE ASSEUSLV WAS 
COATED ~ITH 3M SPECIAL WEATHER-
STRI~ ADHESIVE (SYNTHETIC RUBBER 
CEMENT). Ftc. 57. 
Ftc. 56 WtRES TIED 
AND CoNNEcT-
te Ns SoLDERED 
3 M WEATHERSTRIP ADHESIVE 
F I G • 57 3M . 'y' E A T H E R S T . R I fl 
AO'HESIV£ APPL IED 
15. UPON ORYt~G, THIS WAS 
WRAPPED WITH ELECTRI C IA~'S RUBBER 
T~PE ~HICH HAD BEEN PREVIOUSLY 
.COATED WITH PERYA-TITE. 
lt. ANOTHER COAT OF 3M SPECI•L 
~ EATHERSTRIP AOHE ~ IVE WAS APPLIED 
WHICH COMPLETED THE PROTECTIVE 
COVERING. Ftc. 59 
74 
Fee. 5B WRAPPED WITH TAPE 




p A R T _ _! __ =- C Y L I N 0 E R S 
THIS I NVEST I G 4 T I O N WAS O R I G I NA LL Y SET UP FOR 6 , P • AND 
12" EMBEOr-f.ENTS THROUG H OUT THE E N T I RE PRO~ECT BF.:C~U E . THEY 
ARE THE STANDARD ·CENT E R T O CENTER SPAC I NGS 6F W I RE I N WELDED 
W I RE FABR I C . 
IT BEING ~ECESSARY T O DROP TO L OWER DEPTHS OF EMBED ~ E N T 
I I\ THE F I RST PART OF THI S I NVEST I GAT I ON , GRAPHS 3 • 4, ~NO 5 
F U R N I S H A· R F .0 D Y . ~/. f ~ N S 0 F C 0 N V E R T I N G 8 A C t< T 0 S T ft N 0 A R 0 S PAC I N C S • 
CRITICIS M ~ -y R E OFFERED, THAT ONE WOULD NOT BE ~USTIFIED, 
I N ?~OTTING CURVES WIT H SO FEW KNOWN PO I ~TS . 
FEELS, ALT HOUGH PART OF THE CURVES HAVE BEEN UAOE FRO~ AN 
I NTELL I GENT GUESs , - TI-fE PL O T.T I N G I S JUSTIFIED BY THF AD D I T I ON AL 
I 1\ F 0 R ~.~ A T I 0 N T H f< 1" C A N 8 E G f. I N E 0 F R 0 M T H E U • IT fJ.AY BE NOTED 
THAT A QEF I N I TE PATTERN I S ESTABL I SHED FROM THE W I ~E WI TH 
SHA LL OW SERRAT I ONS , WHICH ALSO AGREES WIT H THE PATTERN OF 
PLAIN WIR E FROM .W IE NEL'S ( 3 )THESf S . AL SO THE W I RES WH I CH 
------ ------------------------------·---------
( 3) W I ENEL • 0~. C IT., ~ . 4 . 
·----··--- ------ ----------
BROKE SHOW THAT TH E BONO IS ABOVE A CERTAIN VALUE AND HELPS 
TO FURTHER SUBSTA ~ TIATE THE CURVES. 
76 
THROUGHOUT THE INVr:STIGtTION THE" RESULTS OF" ~~0. 00 
W I R E H fJ V E A E E N F" A ~ t.• 0 R E C 0 N S I S T AN T T H A t~ !\l 0 • ? ~ !'I D 6 'fl 1 R E <; • 
NUMBER 6 WIRE H/JS AEfN THE LE~ST CONSISTANT. 
FART I I - SLABS 
~~ OROEP TO HAVE RELtARLE AVER~GES THREE SL~RS OF E~CH 
Bv -N~LY;ING THREE ~~ALL SL~RS OF ~OTH 
N 0 • 0 0 W I R E ,. N 0 N 0 • 2 W I R E f, C 0 a1 P II R I S 0 N B E T W E E N T H E S F T W 0 
W I R E S W ~ S 0 B T -~ I N E 0 • Bv ftNftLYZING THREE EACH oF I ? , 14, •No 
I F I N C H S L A A S 0 F N 0 • 0 0 W I R E /A C 0 ~A P A R I S 0 N 0 f" E r.- A E 0 t.A E N T S W A S 
As THE SH~LLOW SERPATIONS WEPE f"AWOREO BY lOTH 
BROWN PND MR. iVE B ER OF THE "' 't • R • I • • 
WERE USED IN ALL THE SLARS. 
WHERE THE CYLINDER PULL-OUT TEST REPRESENTS THE L0-0 
R E Q U I R E 0 F 0 R C 0 J.1 P L E T E F A I L U R E 0 F A L 0 0 S E EN 0 , T H £ S L 4 8 T ~ S T 
WITH THE INTERNAL GAGE SHOWS THE RESIDUAL STRESS IN A CON-
TINUOUS WIRE. 
THE C~CE TOCETHFP WITH ITS PROTECTION DESTROYS ABOUT 
? INCHE~ OF OOND ALONG THE •tRE. :. t. II I "J I T A E C 0 f~ E 5 N F C E S 5 P. R Y 
TO CORRECT TO ST~NDARD SP4CINGS OF" 6 INO A INCHES. IN DE-
SIGNING FOR 60,000 P.S.I. THE RESP~CTIVE V ~ LUES ARE ~I~KFO 
F R 0 ~ C R A p H S {, , P 9 ~ , !) ~ t W H I C H I N D I C A T E F •.1. A F: 0 ~ 1 f" r~ T S 0 F 7; , 5 , 
F R 0 W T H I S G R ft. P H W f: C A N S E E T H fl T 6 I "J C H E t- 4 ~ E 0 ~A f ~~ T 0 f" A C 0 N -
TtNUOUS WIRE WILL H/I.VE A RE"SIDUAL STRESS Of" 11,000 P. s .a. ft.NO 
ft.N 8" E~BED~~NT WfLL HAVE 4,000 P.s.l. 
t T W :.f ~-'L: ; (l,~f tf 0 T E 0 ! H A T T H E R E W P S N 0 S L I P I N T H E 0 T H E R 
' :~<- ~.";~:'f·3~t:·~~-,· ~ : . '. ' ~~- . ' . .. ,. 
LOAD 












P R 0 T R U 0 I N C YJ I R E , E V EN T H 0 U C H T H'E AMES 0 I A L S R E A t T 0 • 0 0 0 I I N • 
COMPARISON OF PARTS .AND 2 
IF WE WISH TO CO~PARE TH ESE TWO TEST S LET US SEE HOW 
UUCH RESIOU.AL STRESS A CONTI NUOUS WI RE WOULD HA~E .AT THE 
S.AME DEPTH TH.AT A LOOSE END WIRE WOULD PULL OUT. 
DEPTH OF E~BEO~ENT 
FRoM GRAPH No. 3 GoNo STRESS 975 
CHANGING dONO IN PSI TO STRESS 
P S I L E N C T H 0 F E "·' B E 0 M E N T X I • 0 4• J s_;3 6 0 
.086 








I I, 000 3,700 





P E R C E H T R .E 0 U C T t 0 N_ AG.? 80.5 
G 5 • I ,~ 
THESE RESU LT S ARE PLO- T En I N GRAPH No . I I AN~ L VZ I NC 
TH I S FOR STANDARD SPAC I ~GS A f I NCH E~AEDVENT WOU L D PU L L 
OUT AT 58 , 000 P . s .t. WHERE ~CO N T I NUOUS WI RE WOU L D HAVE 
9 , 000 P . S .I. RES I OU~ L STRESS WI TH AN A6% REDUCT I ON . AN 
8 I NC~ EMBEDMENT WOU L D PU LL OUT AT 7 1, 000 ~ . s .t. WHERE A 
CONT I ~UOUS WI RE WO U Ln ~AVE A 5 , 000 P . S .I. RES I OU~L W I TH 
94+% REDUCT I ON I N STRESS. 
LOA~ 







GR A PH I I 
PuLL-OUT CoMPARED T~ CoNTINuous W t~Es 
PERCENT 
2 4 6 8 
EMB~OMEN T I N . ~CHES 
7A 
THE BONO STRESSCS BEIN~ GRE~TER 
FOR T~E SHORTER EMBEDMENTS PROVES 
THAT THE BONO BREAKS FIRST AT THE 
SURFACE AND WORKS IN BY PROGRESSIVE 
FAILURE AS SHOWN IN Fac. 60. 
THE PR£SENT SPECIFICATION FOR 
SMOOTH ftEIHFORCEUENT IS .04 TIUES 
THE STRENGTH OF THE COUCRETE, BASED 
0 N 2 , 50 0 ,. • S • I • THE 8 0 N 0 WO U L 0 8 E 
J...Q.Q_, ,. • S • I • SHOWED THAT THE 
{4) WtENEL,OP. CIT •• 
ACTUAL BONO VARIED FROU 200 TO 300 
P.s.a. Ftc. 61 SHOWS A CO~P~RISON 
BETWEEN SERRATED A~O OROINARY . WIRE 
WITH EACH ARROW E Q UALIN~ 5,000 
... s.1. W ITH THE SERRATED WI~£ IT 
WILL BE NOTICED THAT VERY LITTLE 
STRESS IS RELIEVED AT THE WELD. I T 
IS BELIEVED BY THE AUTHOR THAT THE 
' POSITIVE ANCHORAGE AT THE WELD WILL 
RETAIN THIS STRESS ANO NONE WILL GO 
BEYO~O• BUT FURTHER TESTS WITH A 
SR-4 GAGE ABOVE THE WELD WOULD BE 





• -;;.. \45 . - ~ 
-6 · ... ' n 
-· . ' . ... 





'!"E'R R ATE 0 WI R E 
Ftc. 61 DISTRIBUTION OF 
STRESSE'S 
NECESS.ARY TO SUBSTANTIATE THIS 9£LI£F. 
IT WAS OBSERVEO ev THE ~UTHOR 
THAT ALL OF THE CRACKS I N THE SLABS 
OF SENNF. 1 S occuqEn llT 
(5) SENNE , O P . CIT., P . 5 . 
THE T RAN S V ERSE W I f~ E , W H I C H S H 0 WE 0 
T H P T :\ L A R G E P A R T 0 ~ T H E L 0 A 0 'Ill A S 
T R A r-. S V I T T E D T 0 T I 1 E T R I N S V E R S E w I R E 
THRO U GH T HE WELD. T H t S WOU LD MAK E 
CRACKS I N A NORMAL S L ~B AT THE SAME 
S P A C t f< G ~ S T H E T R A N S V E H S E W I R E S • 
r a e . 62 . 
VEf.(Y S~IA LL PERCEN T .!\ GE OF THE LO~O 
WOU LD BE PLACED ON THF TRA N SVERSE 
WIR· Et T HERE FORE REDUC I NG THE SIZE 
OF THE C RA CK S . 
80 
F t G • 6 2 Vi I T H P L A I tJ W I R E 
CRAG.KS APPEAR 
AT [ ACH TR ANS -
VERS E 'N IP. £ . 
p I 
I. THIS I ~ VESTI G ~TICN HAS P R O.VE N THAT S ERR P TEO WI R F, 
L I K E THE: T Y P E S U B M I T T E 0 F 0 R T E S T I ~. G , - H A S A t. • U r. H G R E f. T F: R 
BOND ST RESS T H AN PLAI N WIPE. 
2 • S E R R A T E 0 . W I R E 'W H E N U S E 0 I "' \V E" L D E 0 1 ··:' I R E F A B R I C tJr I L L 
0 E F t N I T E L Y I • ~ P R 0 V E T H E P R 0 D U C T I N T H It T I T VI I L L K E E P T H E 
C R f. C K S M U C H S M A L L E R H Y () I S T ~ I A l! l I ~~ G T • ~ E S T R E S 5 R E T 'II E E N C R 0 S S 
W ELDS , ft~ O ST ILL RET~ I N THE A O V ~N T A GES OF PO S I T I VF WE L D 
ANCHORAGF . 
, 
3 . SERRJ\TED fl l R~ WILL W E L D SUCCESSFULLY E VE N I N C O~ l -
B I tJ .l T I 0 N W I T H P L A I N W I R E • 
~ . IT I S BEL I E VED TH A T SERRAT I O N S CAN B E F C RV Er I ~ 
T H E W I RE B E TWEEN THE W tR F STRA I GHTENE R S A~O TH E WELD E R S 
W I THOUT MUC H D I FF I CULTY, · T H US NO G R E !1 T LAY O UT O f . Ef'U I P~ ' EN T 
WOUL D S E NECESJARY AND N O EXTRA W I RE STOCK 
CQ05S 
w I Rf: :5POOUir 
5. CO V PAR~T IJ£ ST~DY I ND I C~TES TH ft T SHA LLO W SERRATED 
W IR E I S THE P :~ OST DES I ~ AB LE f\S IT 'ti iL L G IVE Af~P L E B O I'f O WIT H -
OUT RE DU CI~G THE S I Z E O F TH E WIRE E XCE SS IVEL Y . 
SERRAT I O~S L EAVE THE CENTER OF T H F W IRE . N E AR LY S 0 UARE H I C H 
WOU LD S~ T UP UNBA L fNC ED F 0RC E S ~ROUNO THE Wt n F . 
6 . IT ~AS ~O TED FRO M THE UNIT WE i r HTS ~NO A VERAGE 
.ARE ftS, THPT I ~ PROCES '-=> I NG T HES E SERRATI ON S I ~ T HE • t RE • T H E 
WIRE WAS STRETCHED OR ELONGATED, ANO RECA ME SMA LL E R THit "'f 
TH E OR I G I 'IAL Dl4t.AETER. THE DEEPER THE SERRATIO NS THE ~OR E 
IF WELDED WIRE FAO R I C I S MANUFA C TUR -
EO C ON TAINING SERR~TEO WIRE, IT MAY B E NE CESS~RV TO DEVE LOP 
~EW SPECIFIC~TIONS OR IT MAY A E NECESSARY TO FFED TH E WE L D-
'" ~ ~A CHI N ES W ITH A W I RE OF ONF-H ~ LP GAUGE LA RGER T ~AN 
NORMP L IN ORDER TO OVER CO~E THE LOS S OF CROS S - SE CTIO NA L 
~REA . 
7. THE PATTERN OF THIS SERRATED WIRE, AS SUB ~ I TTEO F O R 
THIS INVESTIGATtO N , UAY BE I MPROVED RY PRES S I ~G SERRATIONS 
INTO THE WINE THAT HAVE AN E Q UAL ~NGLE IN 30TH D I RECTIONS 
AND CONTAI ~ I NG NO SHARP CORNERS. IT WILL f!E NOTE D FPO P' 
T ~ 8 L E s 9 , I 0 , AN 0 I I T H AT THE wEAKER puLL "As I N T HE I I A" 
DIRECTION WHICH PRESENTED A CUTTING ACT ION OH THF CONCRETE 
WHEN PULLED OUT. WHEN THE PULL Wft S MA DE I N THE · "8 11 O I~ ECT I :)"4 
THE SERR~. TI ON S PRESE N TED A WEDG I NG ACTION AND AflOUT 1 ~% 
GRE~TER LOAD WAS RE QUIRED FOR THE PULL-OUT. 
R . WHEN SERRATE ~ ~ IRE IS USED I N WELOEO WIRE F~BRtC: 
(A) THE SPACING OF THE LO NG ITUOI N~ L AND TRANSVERSE 
WIRES WILL BE GOVERNED ~~ A tNL~ BY THE CROSS-SECTION~L ARE~ 
RE QUIRED TO S ATI SF Y THF DESIGN STRESSES. 
(B) THE SP~CING REQUIR~D TO FUR N ISH THE MECHANIC ~L 
ANCHORAGE WILL PLAY A LESSE ~ Pft.RT IN THE DESIGN TH~N WHEN 
PL A I N Wl~t IS USED I~ WELDED WIRE FABRIC. 
I. BOOt<"S: 
URGUH~R T PND O'RouRKE, D ESIGN OF Co N CRETE, 
~;. C G R A ~- H t L L , I 9 4 ?. • 
KUNT Z , ~ IRCRAFT SPOT AND SEAM WELDING, PITMAN 
PUBLISHING CORP., 1942 . 
r· . HETENY i, Ht>N OB00t< 
A N A L Y S t S , J 0 H N \"'/ I L E Y 
2 . PERIODICALS: 
0 .F [ X P E P I M E N T A L 
AND SON S , 1950. 
STRESS 
SR-4 ST~AIN GAGE, THE BALDWIN LOCO MO TIVE W~RKS, 
BuLLETIN 27 9 . 
Hgw To AP~Lv BALDWIN SR-4 STR AIN GAGEs, THE 
S&~OWIN LocoMOTIVE WoRKS, BuLLETIN No. 27~8. 
PoRTLAND CEMENT Asso ciATION, DESIGN AND CoNTROL 
oF CoNCRETE ~ txTuRES. 
W t~E REINFORCEMENT INSTITUTE, DESIGN M ~NUAL FOR 
'-/-1 E L 0 E 0 '."J I R E F A B R I C , IN A S H I N G T 0 N 0 • C • 
AM£: R I C 1\ N S T E E L A ~J 11 \';" I R E C 0 l .4 P A N Y , fl. U E R I C It N WE L 0 E 0 
~ t~E FABRIC FOR CoNCRETE ~Et~FORCEMENT. 
3 . UNPUBLISHED MATERIAL 
SEENE, JOSEPH H. J., I~VESTIGATION OF STRESS " AND ' 
CRACK DJsTRtBUTI .ON oN CoNCRETE SLABS CoNTAINING 
'N E L o E D ·.•; I R E R E t N F 0 R C EM E t~ T, THE S I S , f..f I S S 0 U R I Sp H 0 0 L 
OF' M INES AND tft: TALLURCY, 19 5 1. 
BECKER, A L AN A., I~TERRELATIO NSH IP OF TRANSVERSE 
AN C H 0 R fJ G E /t. N 0 {, D HE S I V E 8 0 N 0 I N ~ :; E L ·o E 0 \V IR E 
REINFORCEMENT, THESIS, M tSSOU R I SCHOOL OF ~ INES 
ANO METALLURGY, 194 9 . 
HEARTZ, FREDERIC~ R., l F F ICI ENCY OF VA R I ~US 
Tv PES 0 F R E I N F 0 R C E ~EN T I N C 0 NT R 0 L L I •; G 0 P F ~ I N G 
OF CRACKS IN CoNCRETE PAvE~E N Ts, THESi s , 
r,. ~ I S S 0 U R I S C H 0 0 L 0 F ~A I N E S AN D ~ ,• E T ,. L L U R G Y , I 9 t. q • 
WE INEL, E. A., THE MECHA~ tCAL AN CHORAGE VALUE 
0 F T H E T R A N S V E R S E W I R E S I U \ 'I E L 0 E D \~ · I R E F A A ~ I C , 
THESIS, M ISSOURI ScHOOL OF V I NES AND METALLURGY. 
85 
A6 
H 0 M E R F • T H 0 w p s 0 N "A s fi 0 R N 0 N FE R R u A R y ? I ' I 9 0 7 I tJ 
ST . lou t :> , f'./ I SSOUR I, THE SON OF ~l R. P. ND ~.: R s . F RA NK F. 
He: RECEIVEO HIS GRAMMER SCHOOL EOliCATION IN S T. Lou t ~ , 
f,. I S S 0 U R I , ..,~ 0 V I N G T 0 R 0 L L A , ~! I S S 0 U R I , I N I 9 ~ 4 • 
E 0 F R 0 ~ R 0 L L A H I C H S C H 0 0 L I N J'u N E I 9 2 A • IN SE PTE~B E ~ OF THE 
S 1\ M E Y E A R f 4 E E N T E R E D T H E M I S S 0 U R I S C H 0 0 L 0 f" ~ ~ I N E S , R E C E I V I N C 
·HIS DEGRE E OF BACHE LOR OF SCJE~CE I~ CHEMICAL ENGINEERING IN 
19 ::<: 2 . 
I~ OCTOBER 1935 HE WAS UNITED IU MARRIAGE TO Mts s AGAT H A 
HENKEN IUS OF ROLLA. h OAUC~TER, lORETTA JEAN, WAS ROR N I N 
DECEMBER 1936 AND TWI~ SO~S, RONALD ROY AND DoNA LD DoY WERF 
80RN IN FEBRUAR Y 1'1 39 . 
HE WAS EMPLOYED BY THE CITY OF ROLLA AS ASSISTA NT CtTY 
ENGINEER FROM S OON Af"TER GRADUAT ION UNTIL 193? AT WH IC H TIVE 
HE ACCEPTED ~MPLOY~ENT WITH RUSSELLftND AxoN, CoNSULTIN G 
ENG INEERS, ST. LOUIS, M IS SOUR I. HERE HIS WORK WAS ~ARIEO 
·~ 
BUT CONSISTED MAINLY OF SEW~GE DISPOSAL PLANT AND WATER 
WORKS CONSTRUCTION. 
0 U R t N C T 1-i E P E R I 0 0 0 F M A R C H I 9 •t I T 0 0 C T 0 B E R I 9 il 5 H E W A S 
ON LE AVE OF ABSENCE TO SERVE AS AN OFFICER IN T·HE ENG I NEER 
I N t H E E A, R-L V P A R T 0 F T H £ WAil ~·~ £ ·. 
R7 
SE~VED AS OPERATIONS OFriCER OF THE ~~0TH ENGINFFR G. S. 
REGt•JENT IN THE COI"<<ST~UCTION or:- THE ,l. LASKAN H tGHWf\Y. 
S A W S E H V I C E A S L t A I S 0 N 0 F' .,- I C E R , I ? 9 2 f r.. r. I \1 E F: R C 0 ~,. 8 ~ T 
L~T E R 
BATTALION ON LUZON, PHILLIPPI~Es. UPON RF.INr. RF.LirVEO FROM 
DUTY HE CO~TINUEO HIS EMPLOYMENT WITH RUSSELL AND AXON 
UNTIL OCTOBER 1946 AT ~~ ICH Tf V E HE ACCEPTEO A~ INSTRUCTOR-
SHIP IN THE DRAWING DEPARTMENT OF THE V tSSOURI SCHOOL OF' 
THIS AFFOROEO AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ~OVANCEn WORK AS A 
PART-TI~E STUOE~T. IN 1950 HE RECEIVED HIS 3ACHELOR OF 
SciENCE DECREE IN CIVIL lNCINEERING AND STARTED ~ORK 0~ 
HIS ADV~NCED DEGREE I~ THE SA~E FIELD. 
1952 
-•; .: _ ·:.~>/. 
~ ... -
